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Introduction
“This, then, is our first question: What is good? and What is bad? and to the discussion of this
question (or these questions) I give the name of Ethics, since that science must, at all events,
include it.”1
In his opening chapter to Principia Ethica, ‘The Subject-Matter of Ethics’, G.E. Moore introduces ethics as
a discipline concerned with the question of good conduct. It is evident to him, however, that this cannot
be its most basic question. We cannot understand the complex notion ‘good conduct’ without a prior
grasp of its most salient concept, ‘good’. This motivates the rest of his project in the book, which is to
give a conceptual analysis of the term ‘good’ and determine the kinds of objects that can fall under it.
Moore’s framing of the discipline is extremely intuitive and, I would conjecture, is even something of a
default position. Surely we should engage in good conduct because it is good, and thus the task of ethics
is to discover what goodness itself is. Pre-reflectively, it can be difficult even to make sense of an
alternative position (besides an amoralist one); and surely the burden is on the proponent of such a
position to demonstrate that their approach can make sense.
For a long time, however, Kant’s ethics has been read as standing outside of this tradition.
Instead of the good, the primary notions in his ethics are those of duty and moral law. When he does
talk of the good, he often seems to want to define it reductively in terms of the moral law. In the
Religion, for instance, “morally good” is explained elliptically as “agreement of the power of choice with
the law”.2 In the Groundwork it is similarly made clear that a will is made good by its maxims having
universalizability, i.e. by agreement with the moral law.3 And in the Critique of Practical Reason he

1

G.E. Moore, Principia Ethica (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 3
Immanuel Kant, Religion within the Bounds of Bare Reason, trans. Werner S. Pluhar (Cambridge: Hackett
Publishing Company), VI:161f. Henceforth Religion.
3
Kant, Groundwork to the Metaphysics of Morals, trans. and ed. Mary Gregor and Jens Timmermann (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 4:437. Henceforth GMS.
2
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seems very explicitly to argue for the priority of the moral law over the good.4 The good has
consequently received comparatively little attention in many of the seminal texts on Kant’s moral
philosophy. For a long time Kant counted as the primary representative of a ‘deontological’ tradition in
ethics: one in which the notion of ‘the right’ takes priority over that of ‘the good.’
This position is difficult to make sense of, primarily because it is hard to see how it can give a
satisfactory rationale for moral obligation.5 The deontological position can be easily caricatured as
holding that we should follow the rules, simply because they are the rules – and rules are to be
followed! Surely such a theory is unsatisfying without an explanation of why these rules in particular are
the rules. However, we would expect such an explanation to bottom out in some relation these rules
have to a good which they promote. Deontology rules out such an explanation by hypothesis, and may
therefore leave us thinking of Kant’s practical imperatives as, in Schopenhauer’s phrase, “fallen from
heaven”6. It is therefore unsurprising that the deontological understanding of Kant’s ethics did not fare
well in the twentieth-century metaethical landscape that Moore helped shape, and that many
contemporary scholars sympathetic to Kant have since abandoned it. Barbara Herman begins her
tellingly titled ‘Leaving Deontology Behind’ with the bold claim that “Kant’s project in ethics is to provide
a correct analysis of ‘the Good’, understood as the ultimate determining ground of all action.”7 Jens
Timmermann has further argued that “Kant should not be tarred with the brush of deontology, because
it threatens to obscure the most distinctive features of his theory”.8 Timmermann understands Kant as
offering a theory of moral goodness, with autonomy rather than duty as its central buzzword.9 A lively

4

Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, trans. and ed. Mary Gregor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997),
5:63. Henceforth KpV.
5
See Barbara Herman, “Leaving deontology behind”, in The Practice of Moral Judgment (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1993), 210-211.
6
Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation vol. 1, trans. E.F.J. Payne (New York: Dover, 1969),
1:84 (section 16)
7
Herman, 210
8
Jens Timmermann, “What’s wrong with ‘deontology’?”, Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 115(1) (2015), 85
9
Ibid., 88
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debate between proponents of a law-first approach and a good-first approach has emerged, thanks to
which Kantian ethics has resurged as a serious contender to answer the vexing questions of modern
metaethics. As Ebels-Duggan notes in an overview of this debate, neither side of this debate accepts the
classic deontological picture of Kant, which now mainly lives on in the minds of his opponents.10
If someone of a broadly Moorean persuasion asked what Kant’s theory says about the good,
however, it would still be difficult to point them in the direction of a straightforward discussion in the
literature. There is no paper or book simply called ‘Kant on the good’, surely a title that would seem to
be low-hanging fruit in the large grove of publications on every aspect of Kant’s philosophy. This is mere
anecdotal evidence, of course, and does not by itself establish that there exist no meaningful and wellargued insights into Kant’s view of the good, as in fact there do. It is striking, however, that the question
is usually taken up indirectly as a means to making some other point, and that some of the most
relevant texts have continued to be underexamined.
This dissertation makes a modest effort at providing a sustained account of the good in Kant’s
moral philosophy. In doing so I do not claim to say much that is very original. In fact I spend much of the
dissertation simply elaborating the claims of others. I believe that there is at least some value, however,
in putting together all the theorising that has been done on various aspects of this question and
assessing what fits, and what does not; and in pursuing the concept of the good directly to the various
places it takes us within Kant’s wider philosophy. It is my hope that doing so will at least provide some
original and more thorough support for (or grounds for rejection of) existing positions in the scholarly
debate. In particular, I extensively examine a conception of good which sees it as exhaustively defined
by being the formal object of the will or, which I will show to be an equivalent claim, as an a priori
concept of practical reason. This conception is fairly new to the literature and has been put forward in

10

Kyla Ebels-Duggan, “Kantian ethics” in Christian Miller (ed.), Continuum Companion to Ethics (New York:
Continuum, 2011), 182
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these respective terms primarily by Stephen Engstrom11 and, following the former, Sebastian Rödl.12 As I
show in the first chapter, it has the potential to put Kant’s ethics on firmer footing than other traditional
interpretations – but this does require that serious exegetical and philosophical objections to it are
overcome.
Kant is first challenged to elaborate his view of the good by H.A. Pistorius, author of the first fulllength review of the Groundwork, and duly does so in chapter II of the Analytic of Practical Reason: ‘On
the concept of an object of pure practical reason.’ This historical context is well-acknowledged, but
there is little systematic study of the dialectic between Kant and Pistorius despite the fact that the
latter’s objections often predate well-known criticisms by later theorists. In the first chapter of this
dissertation I provide a detailed study of the objections Pistorius raises. I trace out Kant’s reply in the
second Critique, first taking a traditional deflationary line that reduces the good to a concept that is
merely derivative of the moral law. I follow this line as far as it will go, but find that it ultimately fails to
explain the force of the moral law and cannot explain its refusal to address certain forms of moral
scepticism. I also briefly consider, and reject, a moral realist interpretation of Kant which claims that we
could base our concept of the good on something else than our motivational faculties. This
interpretation, though held by some, saddles Kant with implausible metaphysical commitments,
contradicts his epistemology on important points and is contradicted directly by textual evidence. Lastly,
I show that introducing a more substantive view of the good as the necessary object of intentional
action turns out to yield much more satisfying solutions to these puzzles and have some initial textual
support from the second Critique.
This view commits Kant, however, to an ancient and newly controversial thesis in the philosophy
of action: that all intentional action is performed sub ratione boni or, in a modern phrase popularised by

11

Stephen Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2009), 12
Sebastian Rödl, “The form of the will” in Sergio Tenenbaum, ed., Desire, Practical Reason, and the Good (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2010), 139
12
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Velleman, ‘under the guise of the good’. I consider the case for this thesis in the second and third
chapters. In the second, I first provide a general overview of the recent debate, which serves to illustrate
some of the pitfalls which an adherent to the guise of the good should seek to avoid and ways in which
the claim is variously understood. I then move to discuss several versions of the thesis that can be
attributed to Kant. These include the weak claim that only purely rational willing aims at the objective,
i.e. moral good; the strong claim that all rational willing aims at the objective good; and the claim that
all rational willing aims at either the objective or the subjective (prudential) good. I particularly focus on
the case for the strong claim, to which Engstrom and Rödl, as well as Andrews Reath, are committed.
What I seek to contribute uniquely to the defence of this claim is a more solid grounding of it in
Kant’s moral psychology. This is particularly important because this account of willing owes us an
explanation of what goes wrong in the case of ‘bad’ or defective willing. According to the strong thesis
an agent whose willing does not accord with the moral law must either be confusedly or mistakenly
aiming at the objective good, or not really be willing at all. Its defenders have consequently offered fairly
general accounts of such bad willing as resting on a cognitive mistake. However, it is clear that bad
willing is not a single phenomenon. There are many ways one’s choice can fail to instantiate the moral
law. One might be committed to an evil principle, take one’s own interests to supersede moral
demands, feel too weak to live up to the demands of morality, etc. What I argue is that Kant offers a rich
moral psychology that yields compelling explanations of all these various phenomena, and that
adherents of the strong thesis can and should be using it to defend their claim. I first explore the
concepts of self-conceit and despondency, show that they underlie bad willing generally, and show that
an agent suffering from these conditions can compellingly still be said to be making a claim to their
actions being objectively good. I hope hereby to flesh out the nature of the ‘cognitive mistake’ gestured
at by defenders of the strong claim.
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In the third chapter, I apply these general insights to three specific categories of bad willing in
order to see whether they can be explained with the resources available under the strong thesis. In
doing so I considerably refine the moral psychology and the picture of will and choice (Wille and Willkür)
that emerged from chapter 2. In the first section I consider diabolical willing (evil for evil’s sake) and evil
willing (placing self-love above the demands of morality.) I consider these together because I show that
the former is impossible and that apparent instances of it reduce to the latter, of which Kant already
offers a well-developed account that is consistent with the strong thesis. In the second section I turn to
frailty, a phenomenon in which the agent’s bad actions do not accord with their good will. I contend that
Engstrom’s and Reath’s explanations of it are misguided, and rest on a misapplication of the
Wille/Willkür distinction. However, I suggest that a different account offered by Sergio Tenenbaum,
which avoids these problems, is available under the strong thesis. Lastly, I outline the most problematic
case, which I call ‘listlessness’. A listless agent is one that acts despite seeing little value in action
altogether. This should not be possible according to the Kantian theory of action, but appears to
describe a number of real cases including instances of clinical depression. Though I explore some
promising strategies that might mitigate the damage, I contend that Kant’s picture of agency lacks
resources to deliver an ultimately compelling explanation. However, defenders of the strong thesis are
no worse off in this regard than those of any other view, so long as they remain committed to Kant’s
picture of agency. Whether this should be considered a definitive reason to reject the theory depends
on one’s assessment of the reality and importance of listlessness, as well as the comparative strength of
other theories of action in explaining this rather puzzling phenomenon.
In this dissertation I take an analytic approach to my historical subject, and combine exegesis
and philosophical analysis. I am conscious of the methodological uncertainty of such a two-pronged
approach, as one risks cherry-picking whatever method best helps push one’s preferred narrative at any
given moment. I would therefore like to clarify my methodology here to the best of my ability.
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My interest is ultimately in the most philosophically compelling explanation of Kantian ethics,
rather than the one that most faithfully reflects the views of the historical Kant. I am willing in principle
to reject or revise aspects of the latter’s theory if these can be shown to render it significantly less
philosophically plausible. However, I also believe that Kant’s texts combined offer such a rich and
compelling picture of human agency that such revision will in practice seldom be necessary. Where a
more appealing position is available, there is almost always textual evidence in its favour as well. Hence I
usually appeal to philosophical merit as a tiebreaker between contradictory pieces of text or between
two interpretations of a single piece of text, rather than between the text and a view wholly external to
it. On the few occasions where I feel compelled to do the latter, I hope to also have shown that the view
from outside is the more compatible with Kant’s wider picture if not its details. In general, I take for
granted some of the most basic Kantian commitments such as the autonomy of the will, the
Wille/Willkür distinction, the universal character of morality and the identity of will and practical reason.
While I try to explain them briefly in what follows, defending them would far exceed the purpose of this
dissertation. Beyond this I assume, simply put, that Kant is a very good philosopher; and that one can
attribute to him whatever position, consistent with these premises, he could have held in order to best
respond to the philosophical challenges he faces. I further assume that his views are better articulated
and thought through in his later work. Hence the most mature version of his ethical theory is the best
philosophical theory to hold, and when in conflict we should give greater weight to views expressed in
later works than those in, say, the Groundwork. I will not do much work here to defend this latter
assumption. It will become clear in chapter 1, however, that it is particularly true for Kant’s view of the
good. The Groundwork offers very little clarity on the topic and Kant progressively appears to see the
need to articulate clear views on it in his ethical works from the second Critique onward, rounding these
views out with the moral psychology of the Religion and Metaphysics of Morals.
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Chapter 1: Pistorius and the paradox of method
In 1786, Hermann Andreas Pistorius published the first substantial review of the Groundwork, writing
anonymously in the journal Allgemeine Deutsche Bibliothek. Though not altogether negative, the review
deemed Kant’s project on the whole unsuccessful and presented a number of objections, many of which
have continued to be pressed by later interpreters. That Kant took this review seriously is evident from
the Preface to the Critique of Practical Reason: “In the second chapter of the Analytic I have, I hope,
dealt adequately with the objection of a certain reviewer of the Groundwork (…), one who is devoted to
truth and astute and therefore always worthy of respect”.13 Kant understood Pistorius as mainly
complaining that “[in the Groundwork] the concept of the good was not established before the moral
principle (as, in his opinion, was necessary.)”14 He indeed devotes a substantial part of chapter II of the
Analytic of Practical Reason to a defence of his ‘paradox of method’, which refers to the thesis that “the
concept of good and evil must not be determined before the moral law (for which, as it would seem, this
concept would have to be made the basis) but only (…) after it and by means of it”.15 The crux of Kant’s
reply appears to be that, if not through the moral law, the concept of good could only be empirically
determined through the faculty of pleasure and displeasure and any principles derived from it would
therefore lack the objective necessity which would characterise them as moral. This reply, or at least the
gloss I give of it here, can hardly be said to have put the issue to bed even for those sympathetic to
Kant’s project. A number of interpreters have taken Kant at his word and taken the law as having
absolute priority over the good, and have subsequently downplayed the importance of the latter in
providing a complete account of Kantian ethics. As hinted at in the introduction, this last approach
sometimes comes uncomfortably close to the deontological caricature – which is precisely what is
already attacked in the Pistorius review. In response, others have rejected Kant’s conclusion, and have

13

KpV, 5:9
Ibid., 5:8-9
15
Ibid., 5:63
14
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continued to press Pistorius’ claim in trying to provide non-empirical conceptions of good on which the
moral law could be based.
This is by no means an exhaustive characterisation of recent scholarship, which in fact exhibits
an increasing tendency towards a more complex interpretation: paying more attention to the good
while respecting Kant’s stated views on the paradox of method. Nevertheless, in the light of this
continued controversy, there is a surprising lack of in-depth study of the argument made in Chapter II of
the Analytic and especially of Kant’s engagement with Pistorius in that passage.16 It seems often to be
viewed as merely restating known Kantian views or unsurprising developments thereof. Beck for
instance expects the reader to have been “lulled into a feeling of easy familiarity by the no doubt
interesting, but certainly not surprising, development of the relation between principle and concept,
between law and the good, in the beginning of chapter ii [until 5:65]”.17 Beiser similarly views Kant as
“merely reiterating his conviction that the moral law can be determined apart from all utilitarian
considerations” while this is “just the belief that Pistorius questions.”18 The passage is seldom
considered in conjunction with the Pistorius review that gave occasion for it.19 I consider it highly likely
that paying closer attention to this context will helps us better understand what Kant was trying to say
in this passage. To that end, in this chapter I first provide a reconstruction of Pistorius’ criticisms in the

16

Notable exceptions include John R. Silber, “The Copernican revolution in ethics: the good reexamined”, in Robert
Paul Wolff (ed.), Kant: A Collection of Critical Essays (London: MacMillan, 1968), 266-290, whose reading is similar
to the one I offer in section II; and Volker Dieringer, “Was erkennt die praktische Vernunft? Zu Kants Begriff des
Guten in der Kritik der praktischen Vernunft”, Kant-Studien 93(2) (2002), 137-157. Neither makes reference to
Pistorius’ review, however, and in recent Anglophone scholarship the neglect is all the more striking. Beiser
recognises the importance of Pistorius’ review to the second Critique, noting that “many of the sections of the
second Kritik are disguised polemics against Pistorius” in Frederick C. Beiser, The Fate of Reason: German
Philosophy from Kant to Fichte (Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University Press (1987), 188). He also
provides a cursory overview of some of Pistorius’ objections and Kant’s replies in 190-192, though some of them
are drawn from other Pistorius texts than the Groundwork review.
17
Lewis White Beck, A Commentary on Kant’s Critique of Practical Reason (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1960), 136
18
Beiser, 190
19
One extremely recent exception is Jens Timmermann, “The law and the good: Kant’s paradox of method”,
forthcoming in Violetta Waibel (ed.), Proceedings of the Vienna Kant Congress, (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter).
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relevant parts of his review.20 I also briefly consider the positive view Pistorius puts forward, which he
takes to be a sympathetic suggestion in the spirit of Kant’s own writing, and Kant’s reply to this (broadly
Stoic) position. I then engage in a close reading of the paradox of method passage in order to reveal the
exact nature of Kant’s view of the good. I will proceed dialectically through several readings of it. First, I
present the ‘orthodox’ law-first view and argue that it begs the question against important aspects of
Pistorius’ objections. I then proceed to a value-realist (‘good-first’) interpretation and argue that, while
closer to Pistorius’ own view, it is both philosophically and textually problematic and flatly contradicts
important aspects of Kant’s moral epistemology. Lastly, I argue that the seeming dichotomy between
these approaches is due to a stronger reading of the paradox of method than warranted by the text.
There is good reason to instead endorse Stephen Engstrom’s reading, which holds that the good is
determined by, but not conceptually derivative of, the moral law. This reading gives us access to
Engstrom’s own practical-cognitivist approach to the good, which I will present here in outline. I will
show that this approach closely fits this particular passage and, if successful, shows Kant to have
delivered a much more satisfactory reply to Pistorius’ objections. I leave deliberately undecided for now
whether it can in fact be successful, and rely on certain premises I do not here substantiate. Rather than
arguing for practical cognitivism directly here, its introduction as a solution to the Pistorius problem is
meant to provide a merely indirect argument to show that this is a view we would like to be able to hold.
Its success in solving said problem motivates my closer investigation of the unsubstantiated premises,
and the plausibility of the view as a whole, in the second and third chapters.
1.1 Pistorius’ review
In the opening line of the Groundwork Kant extols the good will as the only thing that can be “taken to
be good without limitation,”21 to add on the next page that “a good will is good not because of what it

20
21

I am deeply thankful to Michael Walschots for sharing with me a draft of his translation of Pistorius’ review.
GMS, 4:393
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effects, or accomplishes, not because of its fitness to attain some intended end, but good just by its
willing, i.e. in itself”.22 Pistorius begins by taking exception to this:
“In this respect I would have wanted it to be preferable to the author above all to discuss the
general concept of that which is good in general, and what is a good will in particular? Can a will
that is good in and of itself, regarded as having no relation to an object of any kind, even be
conceived?”23
Pistorius immediately identifies a notable gap in Kant’s account of morality in the Groundwork: he never
spells out a definition of goodness, despite clearly intending the term to play an important role from the
very start.
In Kant’s defence, perhaps he intends his usage here to be in some sense intuitive or prephilosophical. This is after all still the part of the Groundwork concerned with ‘common moral cognition.’
If this is so, however, Kant seems to have seriously misjudged common moral cognition and its
difficulties comprehending ‘goodness in and of itself’. Absent a definition, it is difficult to see how
goodness could be a property of a will irrespective of its objects. When we conceive of a will
independent of its object, we are left with the mere activity of willing. This activity seems value-neutral
at best. If we then try to conceive of how such a will could be good, the most intuitive thought seems to
be that it is made good by willing a good object. This is the intuition which Pistorius continues to pursue:
“Here I do not see how one can accept anything at all as completely and absolutely good
without exception, or could call something good, that in reality would come to nothing good,
and just as little [I do not see] how one could accept a will that is good absolutely and in and of

22

GMS, 4:394
Hermann Andreas Pistorius, ‘Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals by Immanuel Kant’, trans. Michael
Walschots, 27. Since this is unpublished, I use the page numbers from the German version reprinted in Bernward
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itself. But the will is meant to be absolutely good not in relation to some object, but only in
relation to its principle or a law, for the sake of which it acts.”24
Pistorius conceives of the good in what we might now call consequentialist terms. Inherent
goodness is not a property of willing, but of states of affairs in the world. Willing cannot be good if it
does not bring about good effects. A will can therefore only be good because of its relation to an object
(i.e. some state of affairs) rather than from its relation to a principle, presumably because this principle
would also derive its value from the states of affairs it helped bring about. He sees this as the only way
to escape the vicious circularity he identifies in the Kantian conception of the good will as a will acting
for the sake of principle:
“But let this be so [Es sey so];25 then I ask further: is it sufficient to establish a will as the Good
that it acts merely according to any kind of principle or from respect to any law, be it as it may,
good or evil? – impossible, thus it must be a good principle, a good law, and the question ‘what
is good?’ turns back around, and if we have pushed it back from the will to the law, then we
must now answer it here in a satisfactory way; i.e. we must eventually come to some kind of
object or to an ultimate end of the law, and we must avail ourselves of what is material, because
we cannot get by with what is formal in relation to either the will or the law.”26
Granting that the will is made good by its law, surely not any principle will do. Kant of course agrees:
since the goodness of the will cannot be dependent on a particular object and hence not on a material
principle, the only remaining candidate is the mere form of willing under law, i.e. the categorical
imperative.27 But why is this a good principle? What makes willing under the representation of universal
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law inherently good, if not some end that is furthered by it? (This objection, as previously noted, is what
makes the deontological caricature look so unappealing.)
Pistorius raises a third objection, independent from issues of goodness. This objection is meant
to show that the notion of a categorical imperative as Kant conceives of it – that is, as commanding
absolutely unconditionally – is impossible. This motivates Pistorius in offering something of a positive
alternative. The reason I include it for consideration here is that, as I will show later, Kant makes the
argument that Pistorius’ position on the good leads to absurdity and that his own position remains as
the only alternative. Without a response to this third objection, however, it would turn out that both
options are incoherent.
Pistorius says that despite Kant’s rhetorical bluster about the categorical imperative being
merely formal and valid independent from contingent material ends, it is only by reference to such ends
that we can obtain the results Kant wants. His argument relies on Kant’s example of the false promise.
Here, I ask myself whether I could will a world in which it was universal law that promises were made to
the promiser’s own advantage without any intention of being kept. Kant swiftly concludes that I could
not, because such a law would invalidate the very concept of promise. Pistorius agrees, but questions
that this conclusion can be had by relying on pure reason alone. We could imagine a being who is
rational but who does not have any interests, not even in truth or falsity. Such a being has no reason to
will the enduring existence of the institution of promising. What is more:
“Indeed, it seems to me to be completely unthinkable that a law could in fact be given to such a
completely uninterested being, and that it could be necessitated morally, i.e. via
representations, to observe it.”28
Since this being lacks interests, the moral law has no utility for it. The only remaining ground for
compliance with it would be merely cognitive: recognition of the law as true or reasonable. But, ex
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hypothesi, this being does not have interest even in what is true. It can then have no reason to respect
the law. Therefore, Pistorius infers, morality must always presuppose some interest; and duty from a
merely formal principle that abstracts from all interests is indeed the “empty delusion and a chimerical
concept”29 Kant had feared. There is then “no other moral law than a hypothetical law” based on the
interest of rational beings, and:
“Accordingly, the good will would be that will whose maxim is: do that which is in conformity
and agreement with your and simultaneously the common interest of all rational beings. (…)
For, higher and deeper than in the common nature of all rational beings, the rule of their will
and their conduct cannot be sought. This principle becomes binding and turns into a law for me
through the representation that my interest and that of all rational beings is one and the
same”.30
Pistorius does not spell out why he believes that all rational beings share the same interest. We
might read him in roughly two ways. It is possible that he takes himself to be agreeing with Kant that all
rational beings “in so far as imperatives suit them, namely as dependent beings” necessarily have
happiness for an end. We can therefore have no higher duty than to impartially promote the general
happiness of our fellow rational beings, which Pistorius takes to amount to treating them as ends-inthemselves. Of course, Kant himself did not infer from the fact that all rational beings have an interest in
happiness that they have the same interest, since happiness is an indeterminate concept.31 As agents
vary between and even with themselves as to what constitutes their happiness, they may have an
interest in widely different objects for the same end. What is more, agents take an interest only in their
own happiness. Even if happiness were a determinate concept, our interest in it would not be common
between us; rather, as we might both desire the same object for the sake of our own happiness, it
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would be very likely to conflict.32 Pistorius does not appear to address, or take very seriously, this part of
Kant’s doctrine, and his positive conception would fail to get off the ground as a result.
However, it may not be fair to ascribe this sort of simple hedonism to Pistorius. Given his
historical context and the remarks he makes elsewhere in the review, he appears to hold a view more
akin to that of the Stoics. This is hinted at in his reply to Kant’s ‘teleological excursus’,33 when Kant
makes the startling claim that happiness cannot be the end of rational beings since, if so, nature would
have done better equipping us with instinct alone:
“yes, I answer, if happiness through reason and happiness through instincts were the same
thing, and between the two there is no difference other than that the former is weaker, inferior,
and less pleasant than the latter, and if we are not at all permitted [first] to consider the fact
that we are indebted to our own efforts for it, [second] to be aware of the pleasant addition,
that it is in large part the work of our own self-activity – only then would it be more accurate
and expedient to drive human beings to happiness through instinct, or what is the same, to give
them an animal or instinctual happiness.” 34
Evidently Pistorius objects to Kant taking the difference between happiness through reason and
happiness through instincts as being one of mere degree. It is slightly harder to see, however, what
Pistorius thinks constitutes the right account of this difference. On the one hand it seems as if he wants
them to be wholly distinct, with the latter qualifying as mere ‘animal’ happiness and the former, by
implication, as ‘human’. On the other hand, his only argument here is that in using reason, we take
additional pleasure in the ownership we take of our work. This argument merely shows that Kant has
the difference of degree running the wrong way, and that we can in fact obtain more happiness through
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reason than through instinct. Pistorius would then be equally vulnerable to his own objection that two
kinds of happiness are here not distinguished; one is simply more or less of the other.
Pistorius is more helpful when discussing the aforementioned ‘common interest of all rational
beings’ near the end of his review. Here he presents a starker contrast between what might be
appropriately desired on the basis of instinct, and willed by reason. My particular interest, which we
may take to be what instinct leads me to pursue, can clash with the “universal interest” to which reason
guides me. In such cases I should always choose the latter.35 The reason for that is that any particular
interest is only a part of my nature, while my entire or true self is captured by my participation in the
universal interest. My rational self for Pistorius is then my truest self. So in discussing Kant’s formula of
autonomy, he says “I […] cannot conceive of or wish for a more free legislation, other than that which
gives expression to my own nature, and that which the Stoics express through this formula: naturam,
optimum ducem, tanquam Deum sequi, naturae conventienter vivere [the nature of the best way to
follow God, is to live conformably to nature] etc.”36 Since Pistorius does not admit that the will can be
genuinely autonomous in the Kantian sense, that is, be determined wholly by principle without
reference to an object, perhaps what he before called ‘happiness of reason’ is the object of a will that is
in conformity with its true nature. This happiness of reason is a common interest of all rational beings
and thus we must assume that its pursuit does not produce conflicts of will. To be maximally charitable
to Pistorius, we may also assume that since the content of this happiness is determined by nature, it is in
fact a determinate concept. Rational beings are bound to moral principles insofar as they all have an
interest in procuring the happiness of reason. The latter is then the ‘good’ to which the good will is
directed.
To recap, there are three salient challenges in Pistorius’ review which I will focus on addressing.
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1) Can Kant provide an independent definition of the good, i.e. in non-moral terms?
2) What makes the moral law a good law, or the right law for us to follow?
3) How could a being without interests, including cognitive interests, be bound by the law?
Believing that Kant cannot address these challenges, Pistorius proposes that a broadly stoic ethic saves
what there is to be saved in Kant’s theory. Grounding moral commands on a common interest in the
good of the happiness of reason, he believes he is able to reconstruct the substance of the categorical
imperatives as a system of hypothetical imperatives. 37
1.2 Kant’s reply in the second Critique
It is evident that, lacking the benefit of over two centuries of philosophical work on the text, Pistorius
misreads or simplifies the doctrines of the Groundwork in a number of places; and Groundwork scholars
may to various degrees be willing to say that his criticisms can be met by simply appealing to a more
careful reading of the original text. However, the review calls attention to at least one important point:
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Kant’s lack of an explicit definition of the good. As we have seen, it is due to this lack that Pistorius is
able to find room for his counterproposal. I therefore want to bracket the question of Pistorius’
exegetical qualities here, and focus instead on Kant’s positive efforts in the Critique of Practical Reason
to clarify and expand on his ideas so as to resist his reviewer’s objections. I will show that a proper
understanding of Kant’s answer to the first objection allows us to derive satisfying answers to the
second and third as well.
However, I will begin with some remarks on Pistorius’ own proposed solution. It is worth
pointing out that in the second chapter of the Analytic, Kant delivers a partial reply to Stoicism. In
distinguishing the good from mere well-being, he approves of the Stoic sage who refuses to see his pain
as an evil. This Stoic has correctly seen, Kant believes, the difference between an ill that negatively
affects his well-being and an evil, in that the pain “did not in the least diminish the worth of his person
but only the worth of his condition.”38 However, stoicism downplays too much the genuine importance
of well-being to practical reason. “The human being is a being with needs, insofar as he belongs to the
sensible world, and to this extent his reason certainly has a commission from the side of his sensibility
which it cannot refuse, to attend to its interest and to form practical maxims with a view to happiness in
this life and, where possible, in a future life as well.”39 Reason is not merely to be used as a tool for the
attainment of our animal ends, but these nevertheless are a component of our self. Stoicism goes too
far in denying their importance altogether and in insisting that our ‘truest self’ is found by complete
abstraction from our sensible desires.40
That this reply occurs in the section devoted to dealing with Pistorius’ review might suggest that
Kant is here also addressing himself to Pistorius. There are some reasons, however, to resist this
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suggestion. Firstly, insofar as it refutes stoicism it does so indirectly. The part of the section that
explicitly mentions the stoic sage does so only to endorse their view – the part from which Kant’s
criticism of the view can be drawn occurs slightly later in the text and does not directly refer to stoicism.
Secondly, it is not obvious that Pistorius’ stoicism took quite the form refuted above. He never explicitly
advocates the abnegation of the sensible self, which he does consider a ‘part of our nature’.41 Though he
does seem to hold that we should never choose this ‘part’ over our ‘true and entire’ nature, it is not
clear that this is very far from Kant’s own position. Kant himself enjoins us to make the interests of other
rational beings our own42 and to only pursue happiness insofar as it is qualified by agreement with the
moral law.
Thirdly, Kant does not need a reply specifically to the Stoic principle if he can show that it
belongs to a family of mistaken – because heteronomous – ethical theories and that there exists a
genuine alternative in the form of a theory grounded in autonomy. It was only because of the perceived
failure of the Kantian notion of autonomy in the Groundwork that Pistorius introduced the Stoic
principle as the next best thing.43 Stoicism is heteronomous insofar as its moral principles are founded
on perfection as an object of the will, and perfection can only be relative to already given ends. The
moral command is then based on these given ends, rather than given to reason on its own accord.44 Part
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of a successful reply to Pistorius for Kant lies simply in vindicating his concept of autonomy, a large part
of which needs to be done by dealing with Pistorius’ other objections.
This first requires giving a definition of the good. Kant calls good and evil “the only objects of a
practical reason.”45 He explains his meaning in the opening lines of chapter II of the Analytic:
“By a concept of practical reason46 I understand the representation of an object as an effect
possible through freedom. To be an object of practical cognition so understood signifies,
therefore, only the relation of the will to the action by which it or its opposite would be made
real, and to appraise whether or not something is an object of pure practical reason is only to
distinguish the possibility or impossibility of willing the action by which, if we had the ability to
do so (and experience must judge about this) a certain object would be made real.”47
An object of practical reason is such that it would be possible for a free will to act so as to effect it in the
world. Kant clarifies his usage of ‘possible’ as follows. If the object itself is the determining ground of
the faculty of desire, we inquire as to its physical possibility. However, if the moral law is the
determining ground, we are concerned only with the moral possibility of the object.48 Since a free will
simply is a will determined by the moral law, the former can be laid aside and we can focus solely on the
latter. Kant states that the proposition “we will nothing under the direction of reason except insofar as
we hold it to be good or evil” is “indubitably certain”.49 Therefore, the good and the evil must be objects
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of practical reason, and in fact the only objects of pure practical reason. (This does not justify Kant’s
claim, however, that they are the only objects of practical reason in general. Once impure practical
reason is considered, the possibility arises of the inclinations suggesting other objects. I will bracket this
worry for now, and assume that we can restrict this claim to pure practical reason. A more satisfying
solution will be provided in section III.)
So construed, this passage plays into the deontological caricature, in which ‘good’ is reduced to
a completely derivative concept merely indicating ‘whatever the moral law enjoins.’ This impression is
strengthened by Kant’s central statement of the paradox of method, “namely, that the concept of good
and evil must not be determined before the moral law (for which, as it would seem, this concept would
have to be made the basis) but only (as was done here) after it and by means of it.”50
To explain this thesis, Kant proposes that we try things the other way around and begin by trying
to determine the concept of the good, inferring from it the moral law.51 The only other way to
determine the good would be through the faculty of (dis)pleasure. In accordance with Theorem I of the
Critique, principles based on the empirical conditions of pleasure and displeasure cannot carry objective
necessity and therefore never yield a priori laws.52 This is so because receptivity to pleasure or
displeasure is a subjective condition, and it cannot be said a priori that they would occur in the same
way for all rational beings. No genuinely moral law, therefore, could be based on a prior conception of
the good.
So far the argument against Pistorius has been a mere reductio: understanding the good
independently of the moral law yields absurdity, and therefore the law must be determined before the
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good. In fact, I would suggest this is as far as the usual reading of the argument goes.53 However,
eliminating the alternatives does not automatically make Kant’s view right. Philosophically there is no
guarantee that either approach has to be correct: perhaps neither the good nor the law can be
determined first. This option remains open so long as Kant leaves Pistorius’ second and most vital
question unaddressed: what makes the moral law itself good?54
One might suggest that this question rests on a category mistake: if goodness is a concept that
follows from the moral law, it cannot be applied back to that law. No other credentials for the moral law
are possible, or necessary, beyond autonomy: it is the law we give to ourselves. Good or not, it is our
law and we have no other. This reading is most notably defended by Jens Timmermann, both
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independently55 and in the context of Kant’s reply to Pistorius.56 I agree with it as an interpretation of
the Groundwork, but this argument was not enough to satisfy Pistorius:
“if the author understands by [autonomy] that the will gives itself a law without considering
whether this law is good for something, (…) then this high-handed legislation seems to me to be
a blind process, and not much different from that which one calls stubbornness, which means:
stat pro ratione voluntas [let my will stand in place of reason].”57
Pistorius demands a reason for an agent to subject themselves to the moral law. If we accept that the
law the will gives itself is the moral one, this question exhibits a kind of radical moral scepticism which
Kant was likely not interested in addressing. The Groundwork speaks to an audience which already
accepts the moral law, but worries about its metaphysical foundation.58 In the second Critique, Kant
further cements this anti-sceptical stance by introducing our consciousness of the moral law as a “fact of
reason”, that “forces itself upon us of itself as a synthetic a priori proposition (…) it is not an empirical
fact but the sole fact of pure reason which, by it, announces itself as originally lawgiving (sic volo, sic
jubeo [thus I will, so I command].)”59 Thus the normative force of the moral law is ingrained in reason
itself, and no further reason can or need be given for it. It is worth noting the Latin quote at the end of
this passage, which is taken (albeit misquoted) from the very same line in Juvenal from which Pistorius
quoted: “hic volo, sic iubeo, stat pro ratione voluntas.”60 Given how clearly the review was on Kant’s
mind in writing this book, this is unlikely to be a coincidence. It seems that Kant is here mocking
Pistorius’ demand and takes the fact of reason to show just how misguided it is. Where Pistorius invoked
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Juvenal to underline that the will cannot count as a reason, Kant uses him to restate that normative
authority rests in the will itself.61 While I share Timmermann’s reading completely, it is unsatisfying to
read Kant as merely refusing to engage with the question. There must be some sort of argument for why
the moral sceptic is not worth addressing. I will return to this question later, but first I will consider a
completely different approach to the Pistorius problem.
1.3 Value-realist solutions
Above, I took for granted Kant’s claim that the good could only be determined through either the law, or
the faculty of (dis)pleasure. This premise is often rejected by proponents of a more value-realist
interpretation of Kantian ethics. Hills states that “it is not value that [Kant] rejects in favour of principle,
but conceptions of the good that are based on happiness or desire.”62 Guyer calls Kant’s disjunctive
inference “invalid, because it fails to admit the possibility that there might be an object of the will that is
not suggested by contingent inclination but that is in some sense necessary – that is not, as it were,
suggested by the lower faculty of desire, but by a higher faculty of desire.”63 Most value-realists,
including these two, take Kant’s insistence that “rational nature exists as an end in itself”64 to mean that
this object is rational nature, humanity, and/or freedom.65 The moral law is then taken to have its basis
in promoting this object as an independent good.
Rejection of the premise does not come cheap, however, within Kant’s wider system. A higher
faculty of desire in Guyer’s sense could only be higher in the sense that the representations it connects
with the feeling of pleasure have their source in the understanding rather than in the senses. However,
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the understanding in Kant is by itself a mere cognising faculty. It does not have any ability to determine
choice.66 It is still only through the mediation of pleasure that we are motivated to will the good. The
only real higher faculty of desire is that which is determined by merely formal laws of the will, i.e. pure
practical reason.67
This leaves open the possibility that the good is a motivationally inert concept, cognition of
which only translates into action due to the mediation of reason or pleasure. But by what faculty is it
cognised, if not reason or the senses? Only one remains: the understanding, which is “the faculty for
bringing forth representations itself, or the spontaneity of cognition.”68 However, the understanding
cannot by itself cognise objects. For this it requires the input of intuition. And “intuition can never be
other than sensible, i.e. (…) it contains only the way in which we are affected by objects. (…) The
understanding is not capable of intuiting anything, and the senses are not capable of thinking
anything.”69 Kant therefore rejects the possibility of any kind of moral intuition.70 It is through how the
good affects us motivationally that it is cognised:71 it is “a necessary object of the faculty of desire (…) in
accordance with a principle of reason.”72
There is good reason to hold that the good can be cognised only motivationally. Kant clearly
states that the good is an object of practical cognition. Practical cognition is knowledge of what ought to
be, and thus intrinsically carries motivational force. If we were to cognise something as motivationally
inert, that is, theoretically, by definition that thing could not in itself be the good. It would merely be
some object, cognition of which somehow activated our motivational faculties. This is problematic in
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two ways. Firstly, the connection between cognition and motivation is unclear on this account, and
seems to involve a naturalistic fallacy. Secondly, even if the fallacy can be avoided this good cannot be
an adequate basis for the moral law. This law would not be the will’s own, but would be given to it by
this mysterious object external to it; it would be heteronomous, rather than autonomous lawgiving.
1.4 Good as a priori concept of practical reason
We have so far treated the good as conceptually secondary to the moral law. Stephen Engstrom points
out that this reading is not warranted by the text. “Kant does not claim that the moral law is prior to the
concept of the good. He only says that this concept must not be determined [bestimmt] prior to the
moral law but only after it and through it.”73 This leaves open the possibility, which Engstrom defends,
that the concept ‘good’ exists prior to and independently of the moral law.74 It is what he calls an “a
priori concept of practical reason”.75 To say that the good is an a priori concept of practical reason
combines two claims about this concept. It is firstly to claim that it gains its content from the form of our
cognitive capacities itself, rather than through experience. It is secondly to identify practical reason as
the particular capacity whose form gives it said content.76 This claim is much more controversial than
Engstrom appears to give it credit for. The exact phrase “a priori concept of practical reason” is never
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used by Kant, and the most recent edition of the Kant-Lexikon does not include the good in what is
meant to be an exhaustive list of a priori concepts.77
What Engstrom means by his claim is intuitively plausible, however. To him, practical reason is
first and foremost a faculty for knowledge. As reason, it is in the business of making judgments, which
are knowledge claims. As practical, its judgments cannot be descriptive (“what is”), but must be
prescriptive (“what ought to be”). Adherents of this interpretation think of ‘good’ as having the same
role in practical judgment that ‘true’ has in a Fregean account of theoretical judgment. On such an
account, ‘true’ is a formal concept that is constitutive of judgment: to make a judgment p is to assert
that p is true. Truth is not itself a predicate that can feature in a judgment, but is the “form of
predication” shared by all judgments.78 Analogously, the good is the form of predication of practical
judgments: to judge that something ought to be is to judge that it is good. The good is an a priori
concept because it is contained in the very form of the cognitive faculty of practical reason.
To see how this might fit with Kant’s view, recall that the good is a necessary object of the
faculty of desire in a rational being. That is to say, to rationally desire something is to subsume it under
the concept of good – which is just a complicated way of saying that we desire things because we judge
them in some way good, and are averse of things we judge bad. This ‘good’ need not yet be understood
as moral, i.e. unconditional good. Practical reason is also in the business of making instrumental or
prudential judgments, judging something good for some end or good for one’s happiness respectively.
This makes significantly more intuitive the claim that good and bad are the only objects of practical
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reason, since now practical judgments based on inclination can also be seen to involve the concept of
good. As such, good and bad are necessary concepts of practical judgment by virtue of the form of the
will, i.e. of practical reason. They are therefore indeed a priori concepts of practical reason.
What Kant claims according to Engstrom is that without the moral law, good is an undetermined
concept. It is indeterminate in the sense that objects are subsumed under it haphazardly, with no rule
delineating necessary and sufficient conditions for its application. As we have seen, while happiness is
necessarily judged good, it cannot provide such a rule: no object has a necessary connection to
happiness, which is itself an indeterminate concept. These connections are merely empirical. This will
not do: good is to be “appraised by reason and hence through concepts, which can be universally
communicated, not through mere feeling, which is restricted to individual subjects and their
receptivity”.79
That the good must be appraised through universally communicable concepts makes sense if we
believe Engstrom’s claim that practical reason is a faculty for knowledge. For our practical judgments to
count as knowledge, they must satisfy the formal conditions of cognition.80 Engstrom spells out these
conditions as the necessary agreement between judgments, which consists in the subjective and
objective universal validity of these judgments: they must be valid both for all subjects, and for all
objects falling under the same concept.81 Such judgments are therefore made under what he calls the
presupposition of universality: “that it is possible for every subject with the capacity for practical
knowledge to share (not only in abstracto but also in use) the practical judgment that every such subject
is to act as determined in the particular judgment when in the conditions on which it is based.”82 This
presupposition is equivalent to the Formula of Universal Law: “act only in accordance with that maxim
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through which you can at the same time will that it become a universal law.”83 If Engstrom’s
interpretation holds, we can understand moral requirements as grounded in cognitive requirements.
When reason gives itself the moral law, it is really imposing on its practical judgments a rule that
allows for the consistent and coherent application, i.e. the determination, of the concept good. In asking
whether we can will that our maxim become universal law, the categorical imperative prevents us from
willing a contradiction. It also imposes on our practical judgments a kind of condition of publicity: all
rational agents should be able to make the same judgment of goodness. What gives these impositions
their normative import is that they are the conditions for practical judgments to constitute knowledge.
We are now in a position to make sense of Kant’s attribution of unconditional goodness to the
good will alone. A good will is a will whose judgments necessarily agree with the conditions of practical
knowledge, as it is guided by respect for the moral law which expresses these conditions. If it were not,
any agreement with those conditions remains merely accidental. This means nothing guarantees the
correctness of our practical judgments, and we cannot rest secure in our pursuit of all other goods. It
remains possible in theory that I live my life accidentally making only correct practical judgments and
pursuing genuine goods in conformity with the moral law.84 However, even so my judgments are in an
important sense blind. I am unable to connect them into a body of practical knowledge, because I lack
an understanding of their common concept ‘good’. Lacking this understanding I also cannot fully guard
myself against the possibility of practical error. I can sustain my agreement with the moral law (the
legality of my maxims) only by hoping that my inclinations continue to push me in the right direction,
and that I do not encounter a situation in which they tempt me to judge in a way that is inconsistent
with the presupposition of universality. I must therefore necessarily judge it good to have a good will, as
both the condition of all further pursuit of goodness and an instantiation of goodness in and of itself.
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While Kant never makes explicit a response to Pistorius’ case of the interest-free being, which
remained totally indifferent to the universalisation of a maxim to make false promises, we can now infer
it from what was said above. If such a being is truly not taking an interest in anything, it is not engaged
at all in the enterprise of practical reason. The conditions on the use of the concept ‘good’, i.e. the moral
law, still apply to such a being due to the public nature of the concept. Since it does not make practical
judgments, however, it simply never uses the concept of goodness. It could then also never act
intentionally. Pistorius is right to say that the law cannot be applied to such a being, but surely, it is no
great objection to a moral theory that it applies to agents only. This gives us a much more satisfying
understanding of Kant’s refusal to address the sceptic. Once a being with reason displays agency, it is
necessarily judging those things it acts for to be good; once it has used that concept, it can be held to
the conditions that determine its correct application, i.e. the moral law. A self-consistent sceptic would
thus be a being which refused to be an agent, which if even conceivable is too marginal to address.
1.5 Conclusion
Pistorius challenged Kant to do three things: to give a definition of the good independent of the moral
law, to explain why the moral law was a good principle, and to justify how the moral law could apply to a
being independent of its interests, under the assumption that this being lacked even a cognitive interest
in the truth. These challenges are all, implicitly or explicitly, addressed in the second chapter of the
Analytic of Practical Reason. On a traditional reading of this passage, all three are rejected as essentially
misguided. It is not possible to define the good independently of the moral law, because then it would
have to be through the faculty of (dis)pleasure which cannot yield objectively necessary practical
principles. The moral law is not a good or bad principle; it is simply that principle which we give
ourselves, springing from our own autonomy, from which it derives its normative force. And Kant’s
moral philosophy is not meant to speak to a being which refuses to take an interest in morality.
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I have shown above that none of these responses are entirely wrong, but they represent Kant as
merely dismissing Pistorius’ objections. This does not remove all of the force of the objections and does
not do justice to Kant’s evident concern with addressing them.
By contrast, Engstrom’s interpretation provides Kant with the ammunition he needs to give a
much more decisive reply. There is much to say about the good before the moral law is ever introduced:
it is an a priori concept of practical reason, which as a necessary object of desire is involved in all
practical judgment. However, this concept remains indeterminate because it cannot satisfy the demands
of practical knowledge. It can only be determined by the moral law, which imposes on it the condition of
being applied in a consistent and universally valid manner. Aspiring to a good will, determined by the
moral law, is the only way in which we can guarantee that our judgments obtain the status of practical
knowledge; that is, it is the only way for us to guarantee that we are pursuing the genuine good. And the
interest-free being of the moral sceptic can be seen to be outside of the moral domain for a very clear
reason; it refuses to engage in any practical judgment, and can therefore not even count as an agent.
The moment it does decide to act, interested or not, the conditions of practical knowledge still apply to
it willy-nillyf, and it must acknowledge their binding force on pain of relinquishing its own agency.
What the above has not shown, however, is the truth of Engstrom’s central premise: that the
good is the a priori concept of practical reason. This was taken for granted merely to demonstrate the
force of the resulting conception of Kant’s ethics. It is not at all obvious that it is correct, however, and it
entails a number of further substantive and controversial commitments in the philosophy of action.
In the following chapter I will evaluate its truth by tracing out some of these commitments, most
notably the ‘guise of the good’, and attempting to find in Kant’s theory of the will the resources to
defend them.
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Chapter 2: The good as necessary object of the will
The view that the good is the a priori concept of reason promises to deliver an elegant, and minimal,
foundation for Kantian ethics which gives both the good and the moral law an indispensable role.
Practical reason operates with the concept ‘good’ by virtue of making any practical judgments at all. The
moral law is needed to provide this concept with the kind of content that could constitute knowledge,
and operating with the moral law in view is a necessary condition of coherent practice.
At the basis of the view, however, lies the idea that all practical judgment – and hence, all action
informed by reason – constitutively asserts the goodness of the action the agent chooses. That is to say,
insofar as practical reason is involved in action an agent cannot act without judging the action good in
some way. This thesis is known in recent literature as the ‘guise of the good’, and though it has
historically been endorsed by a large majority of Western philosophers it has become the focus of
significant controversy in the philosophy of action. Joseph Raz sets out the thesis as follows:
GG

“Intentional actions are actions taken in, and because of, a belief that there is some
good in them.”85

There are a number of salient features of this claim worth unpacking. Firstly, it remains ambiguous on
what is meant here by good. This allows for, at the very least, a weak and a strong reading. On the weak
reading, ‘good’ is taken in a general sense including subjective good, i.e. instrumental and prudential
good. On the strong reading, which Raz himself does not intend here, we take good to refer to the
objective good (where that would likely, but does not necessarily, mean the moral good.)
Secondly, whether read weakly or strongly, GG should be understood as a conceptual thesis86. It
does not merely state the contingent fact that intentional actions are mostly done with some good in
mind; it claims that there is a conceptual connection between the intentionality of an action and the
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belief that there is some good in it. An action not performed under this belief could not count as
intentional. Thirdly, this is a thesis about the belief of the agent, not about the actual goodness of their
action. It is in principle compatible with the truth of GG that no good action has ever been performed, so
long as agents were all acting under the mistaken belief that their actions had some good in them.
Fourthly, though the claim here is about intentional action, in the literature the guise of the
good is encountered just as often as a claim about desire or volition. As will be seen below Kant also
discusses it in these terms. I take it that Kant, as well as most other participants in this debate, would
understand the claims to be equivalent. This assumes that there is a strong conceptual connection
between desire and intentional action, such that an action is intentional only insofar as the agent desires
to act in that way. Such a picture of action appears to be already present in Aristotle when he describes
the guise of the good.87 There is no reason to believe that Kant strongly diverges from this framework.
He defines the faculty of desire in KpV as “a being’s faculty to be by means of its representations the
cause of the reality of the objects of these representations”.88 Desire is, in Engstrom’s phrase,
“efficacious representation”89 and if we further assume that all intentional action involves acting on the
basis of representations (which seems uncontroversial to me and would surely be Kant’s assumption) it
follows that these representations by definition must be desires. Insofar as abandoning this picture is a
philosophically viable option, I take it that one thereby abandons much of Kant’s theory of agency
already. I will therefore bracket such worries in what follows and use volition, desire and intentional
action somewhat interchangeably unless otherwise indicated.
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In the eponymous paper that popularised the term ‘guise of the good’, J. David Velleman has
criticised it for portraying the agent as “let’s face it, a square” and “ignoring those agents who are
disaffected, refractory, silly, satanic, or punk.”90 Through various counterexamples, he – and others after
as well as before him – seeks to prove that the thesis does not do justice to the complexity of our moral
psychology, and cannot make sense of decision-making that falls afoul of the norm. Opponents of GG
like Velleman do not, of course, deny that it describes the vast majority of human action. They rather
deny that it can describe all such action. They also deny that it is a conceptual truth, and therefore hold
that instances of actions that are not performed under the guise of the good can nonetheless count as
genuine instances of intentional action. Adherents tend to respond by looking for a way in which the
agent in each counterexample can still be said to act on some, obscure or confused, value commitment.
If this proves impossible or is ruled out by stipulation, their other strategy is to argue for some reason
why the counterexample is not a genuine exercise of practical reason – that it is either inconceivable
outside of thought experiment, or does not qualify as intentional action.
In this chapter I examine whether, and what version of, the guise of the good can in fact be
plausibly attributed to Kant. I begin by examining the textual evidence, focusing again on the second
Critique. I demonstrate that there are at least two possible interpretations of this evidence, each of
which yields two very different views on Kant’s position. One implies only the orthodox, very weak
thesis that the pure rational will is directed to the good. The other supports Engstrom’s and Reath’s
stronger claim that in fact all rational volition, pure or impure, subsumes its object under the concept of
(objective) good. This directly implies that we hold all our intentional actions to a rather high standard of
universal validity.
Since the strong thesis is the more controversial one, I then outline its philosophical and textual
presuppositions in greater detail. The aim here is to clearly get in view how this position generally seeks
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to explain cases of non-moral willing, i.e. those cases that fall outside of the scope of the weak thesis. I
first deal with Kant’s Incorporation Thesis, which at first sight may appear to support the strong thesis,
and argue that it would be a mistake to read it as doing so. More plausibly, the explanation for nonmoral action is to be found where Reath seeks to locate it: in Kant’s theory of self-love and of selfconceit in particular, where self-conceit can be interpreted as a tendency to universalise self-love. This
explanation as it stands is insufficient to cover the many varieties of non-moral willing. It does offer a
model, however, for a moral-psychological explanation of these varieties. I introduce despondency, a
concept mostly present in Kant’s Lectures on Ethics, as a counterpart to self-conceit with a similar
function of rationalising non-moral action and making one’s maxims appear universally valid. Equipped
with this understanding of non-moral willing, in the next chapter I will be able apply it and further
explore it by examining various types of such willing.
2.1 Kant and the Guise of the Good
That Kant endorses some version of GG is obvious. He discusses it in the second Critique as the
“old formula of the schools, nihil appetimus, nisi sub ratione boni; nihil aversimur, nisi sub ratione mali
[we desire nothing except under the form of the good; nothing is avoided except under the form of the
bad.]”91 He states that this formula is “at least very doubtful if it is translated: we desire nothing except
with a view to our well-being or woe, whereas if it is rendered: we will nothing under the direction of
reason except insofar as we hold it to be good or evil, it is indubitably certain and at the same time quite
clearly expressed.” He accordingly defines the good as “the necessary object of the faculty of desire”
and the bad of “the faculty of aversion, both, however, in accordance with a principle of reason.”92
What is clear from these remarks is that Kant rejects (or holds ‘very doubtful’) a subjectivist
version of the thesis, according to which we desire things only because they are good for ourselves. Such
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a theory of desire would do no justice to the experience of duty, as an unconditional command that
overrides self-interest.93 Instead, Kant seems to say that our willing is always directed to the (moral)
good or evil. Read without qualification, this claim seems even more wildly implausible: we very often
desire things that are not morally good or that we do not view as morally good. Comparing the two
interpretations Kant gives of the scholastic formula, however, shows two important differences in their
scope. Firstly, the first claim concerns desiring [begehren] while the second merely speaks of willing
[wollen]. Secondly, the first claim is made unrestrictedly while the second applies only to willing “under
the direction of reason [nach Anweisung der Vernunft].” To understand exactly what these restrictions
amount to is to understand Kant’s position regarding GG.
Kant uses ‘desire’ in a broader sense than ‘will’ throughout his works. The faculty of desire
[Begehrungsvermögen] as we have seen before is defined as “the faculty to be by means of one’s
representations the cause of the objects of these representations.”94 Desire does not by itself depend on
reason and can wholly be determined by sensible representations, particularly pleasure. The will is
“[t]he faculty of desire whose inner determining ground, hence even what pleases it, lies within the
subject’s reason” and is identified with practical reason.95 Kant’s denial of the subjectivist claim is not
intended to deny that we very often desire things merely for our own well-being. That this would be
true of all desiring, however, is denied by the second claim: the possession of practical reason means
that determining grounds outside of our own well-being are available to us, with practical reason
directing the faculty of desire to the good.
It is strange for Kant, however, to speak of ‘willing under the direction of reason’. This would
seem to be tautological, since willing is defined as desire directed by reason and the will itself is
identified with practical reason. It is not obvious what willing ‘not under the direction of reason’ would
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amount to. Perhaps Kant merely intended to emphasise this point so that the distinction between
wollen and begehren would not be lost on his audience. Nevertheless it is odd for him to praise as ‘quite
clearly expressed’ a proposition containing what he should have recognised to be superfluous, and
possibly misleading, elements.
Another possibility is that Kant is here still conflating will (Wille) with power of choice (Willkür).
In later work these two will be disambiguated, and it becomes clear that Wille is what commentators
have called the legislative faculty while Willkür is the executive faculty.96 “Hence the will [Wille] directs
with absolute necessity and is itself subject to no necessitation. Only choice [Willkür] can therefore be
called free.”97 The will cannot give any law but the moral, since no other law has its determining ground
solely in reason (i.e., in the will itself.) To will the law is not yet, however, to choose it. Willkür is free in
that it has the ability to choose maxims in conformity with this law, but does not do so necessarily; it can
also let itself be determined by the inclinations, and form maxims that take no account of the law
instead. This allows Kant to reconcile the claim that the moral law is the will’s own, and that every
rational being wills it for themselves, with the fact that they very often choose to disregard the law.98
At the time of the second Critique however, Kant has not yet made the distinction verbally
explicit and is still using Wille for both faculties, claiming both that it is a capacity to free choice and that
it is directed wholly by the moral law.99 This suggests that by “willing under the direction of reason” he is
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prefiguring his later distinction. He wants to make very clear that he was here referring to what would
later be Wille proper, that is the will as lawgiving faculty wholly directed by reason. The claim Kant views
as ‘indubitably certain’ would then be quite minimal: that the will as pure practical reason necessarily
aims at the good.
By contrast, he had claimed earlier in the book that a “pathologically affected will of a rational
being” is capable of forming maxims that conflict with “the practical laws cognised by himself.”100 Hence
this will is capable of determination both by the law it gives itself, and by external forces (inclinations). I
take it that the will as described here is what would later become Willkür, and that Kant is using phrases
like ‘pathologically affected’ and ‘under the direction of reason’ to distinguish very heterogenous
phenomena which he is increasingly realising cannot fit under a single concept ‘will’. The conflict he
describes would not be possible unless the pathologically affected will/Willkür were able to formulate
maxims that were not directed to the good, in opposition to the laws given to it by the will. So Kant’s
later endorsement of the scholastic formula is not intended to extend to Willkür, and does not imply an
agreement with the stronger GG given above.
I think this picture, though not explicitly argued for, is something of an orthodoxy in Kant
scholarship.101 The pure will is the good will, and so trivially aims at the good; the imperfect, human
Willkür need not. However, the quotation leaves room for an opposing interpretation. Kant says “we will
nothing under the direction of reason except insofar as we hold it to be good or evil” [emphasis mine].
Holding the object of desire to be good or evil is a significantly weaker condition than the object being
good or evil, and allows for the possibility that in a large amount of cases we hold this belief mistakenly.
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Since the pure will is unfree to make such mistakes, this would suggest that Kant is here speaking of
impure willing as well. If this is so my earlier suggestion that ‘willing under the direction of reason’
referred to Wille must have been mistaken, and Kant must instead be speaking of Willkür which is under
the direction of reason insofar as it receives part of its incentives from Wille and is guided by prinicples
of instrumental reason, particularly hypothetical imperatives (if you will the end, will the means).102
Thomas Hill, Jr. considers this possibility and rejects it. “Kant’s phrase ‘under the direction of
reason’ probably refers to the definite prescriptions of pure practical reason, not the qualified ‘rules’
and ‘counsels’ of instrumental reason. (…) hypothetical imperatives do not give decisive directions but
always leave us the option of abandoning our ends and suspending a particular way of pursuing
happiness, and so they do not give us unequivocal ‘direction’.”103 The argument is true but does not
seem to me to prove the point. Why does the direction [Anweisung] involved have to be definite and
unequivocal? Just because I can abandon the end to which my hypothetical imperative is directed, does
not mean it does not give me direction while I pursue that end.
Jens Timmermann has raised an objection to me along similar lines. A hypothetical imperative
may urge me to perform a bad action, based on an end I hold. Timmermann argues that I still would not
have reason to perform that action, because reason itself (in the form of the categorical imperative)
speaks against it. To perform it regardless would hence be against the direction of reason. Surely,
however, I would at least have a reason to perform the action, although this reason is subject to defeat
by the moral reason counting against it. The bad action is evidently intentional, and intentional action is
performed for reasons. Timmermann’s assumption then appears to be that I act under the direction of
reason only if I do what I have reason (i.e., all-things-considered) to do and not merely what I have a
reason to do. This assumption strikes me as unwarranted. Pure reason and instrumental reason may
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conflict, and though what pure reason recommends is the rational choice this need not mean that
reason is out of play once one fails to make that choice. (The rational choice is not to steal because this
is evil. But to put it in extreme terms, once that bridge is crossed there is still a clear difference in
rationality between carefully coordinating a break-in, and running head-first into the closed door armed
with only a rubber chicken.) Again, that the direction reason gives is not unequivocal is not a reason not
to see it as direction.
Similarly, it is unclear that “the faculty of desire (…) in accordance with a principle of reason” (of
which the good is the necessary object) is supposed to refer to the pure will alone. Hypothetical
imperatives are also principles of reason, but apply only to an impure will. Even if ‘principle of reason’ is
here meant to refer to the categorical imperative, the human Willkür is always bound by the categorical
imperative although it does not always heed it. It is not clear that that would not qualify it as a ‘faculty
of desire under a principle of reason’.
This dispute can be boiled down to one about two readings of the sentence “[t]he only objects
of a practical reason are therefore those of the good and the evil.” The first interpretation reads this
sentence de re, as referring to what is actually good and evil. Since only a pure practical reason wills the
good and avoids the evil without fail, the weak thesis follows:
WGG

All pure rational volition necessarily aims at the good.

The second interpretation reads the sentence de dicto, where good and evil are concepts that collect all
objects of practical reason. Hence, the claim is not that practical reason only takes the actual good and
evil for its object; but that it takes things for its object only insofar as it takes them to be good or evil.
This yields the stronger thesis:
SGG

All rational volition necessarily aims at what it holds to be the good.
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The theses are not supposed to be mutually exclusive, and in fact WGG is uncontroversial and should be
accepted by adherents of SGG as well (but not vice versa.) What SGG actually amounts to as a Kant
interpretation when fully spelled out is:
SGG*

All rational volition necessarily aims at what it holds to be the good,
where pure rational volition necessarily aims at the good,
and impure rational volition necessarily does not aim at the good.104

This interpretation would say that we only rationally desire things, i.e. intentionally perform actions,
when we subsume them under our concept of (objective or moral) good. That is, we take ourselves to
be morally justified in our actions. However, we are only correct in doing so if we are actually guided
fully by the will, i.e. in cases of pure rational volition. Insofar as our desire, though involving reason,
gives priority to sensible incentives we are mistaken. (SGG* does not yet make any claims as to how
aware we may be of our mistake.)
It is important to distinguish this interpretation from the ‘regular’ GG. That thesis states only
that intentional action/rational volition aims at ‘some good’, rather than ‘the good’. That is to say that
the value the agent sees in their action need not be objective value, and may be purely subjective value
(‘good for me’). This claim is equally compatible with (but not necessarily entailed by) WGG. It is likely
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that interpreters who deny that Kant holds SGG* will attribute the weaker GG to him instead. They
would hold that desire and intentional action are directed either at the moral, or the natural good
(pleasure/pain.) This goes back to Kant’s view, discussed in part 1, that apart from the will itself only
pain and pleasure can be an incentive to action. Note however that if GG is false, then a fortiori SGG* is
false. In what follows, my primary concern is with evaluating SGG*. GG will be a useful baseline to
invoke, however, since many counterexamples appear to equally put it in doubt. Often the most fruitful
strategy will be first to see whether a certain counterexample can be understood under GG at all, and
only then to see whether it can be further reduced to an instance of SGG*.
2.2. Willing under the presupposition of universality
The implications and commitments associated with SGG* have been most clearly set out by
Andrews Reath. He equates the view that rational volition aims at the good with the view that “rational
volition constitutively understands itself to satisfy a condition of universal validity. That is, rational
volition is based on practical reasoning aimed at judgments of goodness that make a tacit claim to
universality. (…) This amounts to the admittedly controversial claim that all rational volition is tacitly
guided by something like the Universal Law version of the categorical imperative as its formal or internal
constitutive norm.”105 To see how these formulations are equivalent, we should recall that Kant
stipulated that goodness be a universally communicable concept appraised through reason. To judge
that x is good is therefore to judge that ‘x should be done’ is universally valid.
This view is partly motivated by the strongly intellectualist picture of choice Reath has outlined
in earlier work, in which “one chooses to act on an incentive of any kind by regarding it as providing a
sufficient reason for action, where that is a reason with normative force from the standpoint of others,
not just that of the agent.”106 “This conception of choice presupposes that all rational action carries an
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implicit claim to justification.”107 He shares this intellectualism with Stephen Engstrom,108 and for all
intents and purposes in what follows I will take them to defend the same view unless otherwise
indicated. Their position entails that we do not intentionally deviate from the moral law without in some
way rationalising our deviation, and justifying it to ourselves and (hypothetical) others; finding reasons,
however spurious, that we can make an exception to the law in this case and claiming that other agents
would acknowledge this exception to be valid from their standpoint as well.109
It might seem as if this view receives textual support in the Religion, in what Henry Allison has
called the Incorporation Thesis.110 This thesis holds that “the freedom of the power of choice has the
quite peculiar characteristic that it cannot be determined to an action by any incentive except insofar as
the human being has admitted the incentive into his maxim (has made this a universal rule for himself,
according to which he wills to conduct himself).”111 Translated this way, the thesis seems
straightforwardly to suggest that choice always involves setting up a universal rule, hence acting under
the presupposition of universality. However, the German is much more ambiguous than this. What
Pluhar renders as ‘universal rule’ reads “allgemeinen Regel” in German. Allgemein can be translated
both as ‘general’ and ‘universal’, depending on the context.112 An instructive comparison is its
occurrence in the first formulation of the categorical imperative. Here “allgemeinen Gesetz”113 is widely
rendered “universal law” in English. After all, a law carries necessity: a law cannot merely apply
generally to most cases, but must be equally binding on all subjects in the relevant domain (i.e. all
rational beings) to be a genuine law at all. “General law” would hence be oxymoronic. Rules however
have a different modal status. Rules may admit of exceptions and can apply to only one agent. I can
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make it a rule for myself to play basketball three times a week, without thinking that the rule applies to
you and expecting you to show up for practice. Hence a rule can be general without being universal, and
the former translation seems more appropriate here than the latter.
This should come as no surprise, since the Incorporation Thesis equates allgemeinen Regeln
with maxims.114 Maxims are explicitly differentiated from practical laws at the start of the second
Critique: maxims are subjective practical principles and apply only to the will of the subject, whereas
laws are objective and apply to the will of every rational being.115 Bacin has therefore objected to Reath
that since maxims do not aim to satisfy a condition of universal validity, they cannot be understood as
judgments of goodness. Since we act according to maxims, this means our actions do not necessarily aim
at universal validity.116
The Incorporation Thesis then does not advance the case for Reath’s view. Reath himself quotes
as the most important textual evidence for his view this passage from the second Critique:
“we find our pathologically determinable self, even though it is quite unfit to give universal law
through its maxims, nevertheless striving antecedently to make its claims primary and originally
valid, just as if it constituted our entire self. This propensity to make oneself as having subjective
determining grounds of choice into the objective determining ground of the will in general can
be called self-love; and if self-love makes itself lawgiving and the unconditional practical
principle, it can be called self-conceit.”117
Of course, “primary and originally valid [als die ersten und ursprünglichen geltend]” does not obviously
mean the same as ‘universally valid.’ The first sentence seems to concern the way the pathologically
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determinable self seeks to obtain primacy over the rational self, not whether its claims are taken as valid
from the perspective of other agents as well. More promising is the claim in the second sentence that it
makes its subjective determining grounds into objective determining grounds. Objectivity after all
entails intersubjective validity, hence universality.
This passage is also important because it indicates the way we should understand the actions of
agents who do not act in conformity with the moral law, in a manner that could preserve the guise of
the good. All such agents, Kant seems to indicate, are acting under a maxim of self-love. This
dichotomous view is further supported by Theorem II of the second Critique:
“All material practical principles as such are, without exception, of one and the same kind and
come under the general principle of self-love and one’s own happiness.”118
Chapter I saw some of the motivation for this rather stark view of human motivation. Kant need not
deny that we sometimes act against our own interest for the sake of others, even in cases where the
moral law does not demand it. However, what he denies is that interests outside of our own can have
any direct bearing on our faculty of desire. For them to become motivating, they must first be related to
our own faculty of desire by means of pleasure. This pleasure then allows us to view our happiness such
that part of it is the pursuit of the ends of others, and hence we pursue those ends ‘under the general
principle of our own happiness.’
All immoral maxims are maxims of self-love, but not all maxims of self-love are immoral. Kant
claims that:
“Pure practical reason merely infringes upon self-love, inasmuch as it only restricts it, as natural
and active in us even prior to the moral law, to the condition of agreement with this law, and
then it is called rational self-love. But it strikes down self-conceit altogether, since all claims to
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self-esteem119 that precede accord with the moral law are null and quite unwarranted because
certainty of disposition in accord with this law is the first condition of any worth of a person”.120
There is nothing wrong in principle with taking an interest in the satisfaction of one’s inclinations,
provided one gives due priority to the moral law. Hence maxims of self-love can be rational, and have
genuine universal validity. When they do not, however, they are liable to lapse into self-conceit.
Reath explains self-love as “a tendency to treat one’s inclinations as objectively good reasons for
one’s actions, which are sufficient to justify them to others.” Self-conceit then is “a tendency to treat
oneself or one’s inclinations as providing reasons for the actions of others, or take one’s desires as
sources of value to which they should defer.”121 A self-conceited agent believes themselves worthy of a
special kind of moral esteem, one that takes deliberative priority over the claims of the moral law. When
their inclinations conflict with the moral law, therefore, they take themselves to be fully justified in the
pursuit of their inclinations – to have a moral justification for their behaviour that could command the
assent, and in fact support, of other agents.122 Self-conceit then seems a perfect expression of the model
of volition Reath proposes. Rather than be satisfied saying that they give priority to self-love, though
they know it is wrong, the self-conceited agent engages in an elaborate exercise in self-delusion in order
to be able to view their willing as universally valid.
Stefano Bacin objects to Reath’s reading of self-conceit as making a claim to universality.
According to Bacin the sense in which self-conceit is law-giving is not the same sense in which the
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categorical imperative is. Rather, self-conceit “gives a law by imposing the will of the subject on
others.”123 This law does not aim at consistency, since the will of the subject “can change, as it is not
governed by law in the first place.”124 I find this argument rather puzzling. From the fact that the selfconceited agent demands from others an undue respect, it does not follow that this demand is in fact
law-giving. It merely indicates that if the agent had the power to impose their will as law on others, they
would do so. However, lacking this power, the only agent on which they can impose that will is
themselves. The universality of the claim consists in the mere wish that others would impose a law on
themselves which afforded similar respect to this agent, and the belief that they would be correct in
doing so. In this, it is not substantially different from the moral law which the agent can similarly take to
be universal, while lacking the power to impose it on others. Taking self-love as an unconditional
practical principle, surely the agent does take it as the law from which to derive their maxims, and to
that extent self-conceit is genuinely law-giving. It is true that the will of this agent can change and is not
governed by a true law. That a will can change, however, does not mean that it does not aim at
consistency and takes itself to be making a genuinely universal claim at the time.
These considerations are supported by Kate Moran’s thorough examination of self-conceit.
Moran also holds that self-conceit need not involve giving law to others, and that “the fundamental
failure of self-conceit is a failure in the way an agent addresses herself morally.”125 Self-conceit “does
not make self-love the unconditional practical principle in the sense that it imposes an agent’s self-love
upon others. Rather, self-conceit makes self-love the unconditional practical principle in the sense that it
reconstructs an agent’s moral self-conception, including her capacity for moral self-evaluation, around
self-love and heteronomy.”126 Moran also adds considerable specificity to the picture of self-conceit
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given by Reath and Bacin. She first describes it as “the tendency to construct a fiction that one is abiding
by [the constraint of impartiality] when one has actually failed to heed it.”127 She makes a strong case
that self-conceit appears throughout Kant’s work as a tendency to overstep the boundaries of reason,
and to use distorted reason to construct an illusion that the agent cannot make mistakes in their
reasoning.128 In the practical sphere, it is “the illusion that the agent is perfectly virtuous”, which means
the agent turns a deaf ear to the call of the moral law from the belief that any action they choose to
perform must already have moral worth.129 To believe one cannot make mistakes in their reasoning is to
believe one’s reasoning to be universally valid, even if the agent mistakenly believes the validity to
derive from their own person rather than the nature of their actions.
The passage in which Kant speaks of the moral law ‘infringing on self-love, but striking down
self-conceit’ juxtaposes rational self-love and self-conceit in such a way that it might appear that selfconceit is identical to, or co-extensive with, irrational self-love. That would imply that it bears the
burden for explaining all cases of bad willing. This view would be highly implausible, since self-conceit is
a very specific phenomenon that could not cover such a wide generality of cases. Many agents do not
believe themselves perfectly virtuous even as they engage in bad willing; they just consider themselves
justified in that particular instance. While undoubtedly many of us hold ourselves in excessive moral
esteem, the opposite also seems possible. It must then be possible to engage in other forms of irrational
self-love.
Moran points out that self-conceit has a counterpart in Kant’s moral psychology: despondency
[Kleinmüthigkeit]. Rather than elevating themselves above others, the despondent agent harbours
“doubt as to man’s capacity for ever attaining to the moral law, whereby we give up all effort to
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approach it, and declare ourselves incapable of improving or elevating our worth.”130 While selfconceited agents ascribe a natural perfection of the will to themselves, despondent agents ascribe it
only to others, with whom they compare themselves unfavourably. Since they share with their
counterparts the tendency to think of virtue as a matter of such natural perfection, they give up on the
very possibility of being virtuous themselves.131
We might imagine despondency to manifest itself in different ways. It can lead to a quiet
resignation and inaction, from the sense that one ‘can’t do anything right’. But it may equally lead to an
almost aggressive indulgence of one’s inclinations, and a deliberate if angry (because one remains
plagued by the pangs of conscience) rejection of moral norms. As a particularly poignant example,
consider an agent who has grown up surrounded by gang-related crime and abhors it morally, but has
internalised the belief that ‘people like me’ are not born for anything better and can’t get by without
participating in that system. We could well imagine such agents being so frustrated with their situation
that, rather than confining themselves to whatever crime seems unavoidable, they adopt an attitude
that ‘nothing matters’ and become vicious criminals, made more cruel by their loathing for themselves
and their circumstances. (Of course, both attitudes may well occur over time in the same agent.) In the
latter case they would still count as despondent, since they reject the moral law out of a sense of their
own inferiority and give up the prospect of moral improvement. Since the moral law is rejected as an
incentive, self-love would have to remain as the primary incentive in both these cases. Despondent
agents follow their own inclinations, even if this is accompanied by frustration or self-hatred at their
perceived lack of moral fortitude. Despondency therefore exemplify unreasonable self-love without selfconceit.132
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There is a plausible claim to be made that despondency, like self-conceit, involves a claim to
universal validity on the part of the agent. At the very least we can see here an attempted
rationalisation and justification: the agent seeks to justify the priority they give to self-love by lamenting
the alleged defectiveness of their moral disposition and the difficulty of following the moral law. It
seems unlikely that this justification is directed only at themselves, and that they would not attempt to
excuse themselves from their moral duties from the perspectives of others in the same terms. (An agent
who complained of the difficulty of being moral but did not believe this held up as a justification for not
being so would more likely fall under the header of frailty, which will be further discussed below.) In
claiming such a justification, the agent also appears to commit themselves to accepting that same
excuse from other agents who are in a similar position to themselves. That is not to say that a
despondent agent can no longer have moral expectations or hope for others, and would not be upset
when faced with immoral behaviour. It is rather to make the claim that they would be disposed to
excuse or understand the behaviour of the other if they understood that the other’s thought process
was similarly despondent.133 Thus they, despite their mistake, continue to reason in accordance with a
condition of universal validity.
The foregoing accounts of self-conceit and despondency have been in rather extreme terms,
making it sound as if they are relatively stable features of a person’s character. However, I do not think

wrongdoing is possible, even if it is difficult or painful” through conscience. (Moran, 439). This appears to me to
prove that self-conceit can be overcome, but not that it is not involved in the wrongdoing to begin with.
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they need to be seen that way. They are features of character insofar as they are predispositions to rely
on certain explanations or excuses for our moral failure in certain situations, but it may be more helpful
in what follows to view self-conceit and despondency as failures that can take place on the level of
individual choices and actions. Otherwise humble and virtuous people may exhibit self-conceit in a
moment of weakness, when they decide to indulge themselves and ignore their duties for a while.
Insofar as they believe themselves justified in doing so they are behaving in self-conceit, and thus prove
that this disposition exists in their character – even if we would strongly hesitate to refer to them as
‘self-conceited people’ on the whole. We can similarly imagine someone momentarily despairing of the
possibility of doing one’s duty and giving up, without completely renouncing their faith in the reality of
virtue and the moral law. Their action is despondent even if their character may not wholly be.
2.3 Conclusion
The textual evidence appears to be indecisive at best as to what version of the guise of the good Kant
personally held. The view that the pure will necessarily aims at the good is certainly his; but there is
additional textual space to argue that he also held that the impure will takes itself, mistakenly, to do the
same. This then leads to a view of willing as involving a strong presupposition of universality, so that
agents act intentionally under the idea that their action is justified by reason and hence from the
perspective of all other agents.
Both self-conceit and despondency are excellent models for an explanation of immoral
behaviour on Reath’s account, in that both are certain kinds of cognitive failures that ground a mistaken
claim to universal validity. Self-conceit has agents unwittingly making themselves and their own selflove, rather than the moral law, the source of that universal validity. They not only make exceptions to
the law for themselves, thereby treating it as a competing demand on par with that of self-love rather
than as giving unconditional commands, but they do so in the belief that such exceptions are justified
from the point of view of other agents. This happens because self-conceited agents becomes convinced
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that virtuous as they believe they are, they cannot or do not make mistakes in their moral reasoning.
The opposite holds for despondent agents: they hold themselves to be defective to the point of being
incapable of moral behaviour, and hence stop trying. The end result is often similar: the moral incentive
is deprioritised, clearing the way for self-love to determine the agent’s behaviour. Agents believe
themselves justified in this inversion of incentives by their alleged moral incapacity, and expect others to
recognise this justification. Once a self-conceited or despondent agent has accepted these spurious
justifications as universally valid, behaviour that from the moral point of view is evidently wrong may
become entirely intelligible.
Though there is no reason in principle for this list to be exhaustive, we should expect that (with
the deflated understanding of these phenomena outlined in the last paragraph of section 2.2) we could
explain a large amount of moral failure in terms of these two. Therefore, in the section that follows, I
will address various kinds of moral failure and try to map out the underlying cognitive failure. Again, if
Reath and Engstrom are correct we should expect that all of them can be explained either on the model
of self-conceit and despondency, or somehow shown not to be genuine instances of rational volition.
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Chapter 3: Non-moral willing and the strong guise of the good
In the previous chapter I explored the general outlines of an argumentative strategy for Kantian
defenders of the strong guise of the good thesis SGG*. They should argue that all rational volition
involves a claim to universal validity, of the kind aimed at by the Formula of Universal Law. This involves
agents seeking justification for their behaviour from the perspective of others, not merely their own. I
suggested that self-conceit and despondency offered these theorists plausible moral-psychological
models for the kind of cognitive error that might lead agents to make such claims falsely or mistakenly,
and that hence these phenomena should be expected to rear their heads in a wide array of instances of
bad willing.
In this chapter I apply that insight to actual cases of bad willing, in order to find whether and
how adherents of the strong thesis are able to explain such cases. In coming up with these cases I have
made use of Kant’s own taxonomy of moral failures, as well as the various examples from the literature
on the guise of the good. Though I believe to have explored the theoretical space that Kant’s theory of
agency offers quite widely, there is no way I could prove that this is in fact an exhaustive categorisation
of the kinds of moral failure that are realistically or conceptually possible. I have no doubt that cases
could be raised which do not neatly fit this list, though one might then argue about whether these cases
are actually possible or correctly described. However, in considering the examples below I hope also to
further develop and render more robust the picture of agency here offered, in such a way that
extending that picture to new instances would require judicious extrapolation and application rather
than revision.
I first look at diabolical willing, i.e. willing evil for evil’s sake, which Kant holds to be impossible. I
show that this position, which is not very well explained in the published work, both naturally follows
from his thinking and fits ordinary moral consciousness. I then examine the case of Hitler, which Silber
holds to be a counterexample. I argue that though the reality of Hitler (and similar historical figures)
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does put pressure on Kant’s optimistic theory of conscience, we have no reason to attribute to such
dictators a truly diabolical will. What the example does show is that bad moral theory or ideology has
the potential to override moral feeling, a position which I think is consistent with Kant’s theory despite
not being explicitly articulated in it. I conclude that all willing that appears diabolical can be explained
instead as ‘ordinary’ evil willing, a phenomenon which Kant’s theory is well-equipped to deal with and
which I briefly include in the same section.
Secondly, I look at frailty, which is Kant’s term for a phenomenon closely related to weakness of
will or akrasia (incontinence). Frail agents will what is good, but fail to perform in accordance with their
will. Hence their intentional action does not accord with their own conception of the good, and would
seem not to fall under the guise of the good. Reath and Engstrom’s response to this phenomenon is to
emphasise the Wille/Willkür distinction and argue that since the will is not acted on by the frail agent,
their action does not count as rational volition. I show that this response risks generalising over all nonmoral willing and collapsing the strong thesis into the weak one. Engstrom avoids this risk by giving a
different account of willing, emphasising that willing is about the adoption of maxims and the formation
of character rather than about individual choices. His strategy confuses the notion of will, however, in a
way unwarranted by the text. I argue that a different, and simpler strategy would suffice to deal with
frailty: Tenenbaum’s appeal to persistent illusion. Knowing that an action is not good does not
necessarily dispel its appearance as good, and when appearances and moral knowledge conflict it is
intelligible – though irrational – under GG for the frail agent to pursue the apparent good.
Thirdly, I look at the most difficult case and one Kant does not directly cover: the listlessness
case. This case, inspired by but extending on a suggestion by Velleman, has the agent losing track of
their sense of value altogether and acting intentionally, but without thinking of their action as good (in
either the moral or the prudential sense.) Despondency explains some of this phenomenon, but cannot
help recover it under the guise of the good. It is tempting to argue instead that an agent who reasons
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without value conception is not in fact engaged in practical reason at all. This conceptual claim does not
appear to capture the phenomenon well, however. I contend that orthodox Kantianism could treat
listlessness as a degenerate case of practical reason, which it therefore does not have to account for in
the same way it does for the ‘natural’ moral failures. While this response is only philosophically
satisfying insofar as the orthodox picture is accepted, the strong thesis is at no disadvantage in
explaining the phenomenon compared to other Kantian views.
3.1 Evil willing and diabolical willing
One of the main criticisms of the guise of the good is that it appears that there is also a ‘guise of the
evil.’ That is to say, some philosophers contend that there are cases of deliberately evil willing, in which
the agent knowingly performs an action because they hold it to be evil. Such an agent has what Kant
would call a “malicious reason” [boshafte Vernunft] and becomes a “diabolical being.”134
In this context, the literature often invokes Milton’s Satan and his famous exclamation in
Paradise Lost: “Evil, be thou my good!”135 If we are committed to GG, we must say that Satan is simply
rejecting the good because he thinks the evil is better – hence he is merely espousing a Nietzschean sort
of view that what is normally considered good is not of genuine value, while seeing value in what is
conventionally evil.136 Satan therefore remains committed to acting “under the aspect of some good.”137
Velleman criticises this “rather sappy Satan”138 because he has lost precisely what made him so striking:
a knowing and willing commitment to evil for its own sake. “The ruler of Hell doesn’t desire what he
wrongly thinks is worthy of approval; he desires what he rightly thinks isn’t.”139
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Kant himself appears to rule out the possibility of a diabolical will being instantiated by a human
being:
“To think oneself as a freely acting being, and yet as released from the law commensurate with
such a being (the moral law) would be tantamount to thinking a cause operating without any
laws (…): and this is contradictory. (…) a reason that absolves one from the moral law, a
malicious reason, as it were (an absolutely evil will), contains too much, because the opposition
to the law would thereby itself be elevated to an incentive (for without any incentive the power
of choice cannot be determined), and thus the subject would be turned into a diabolical being. Neither of the two, however, is applicable to the human being.”140
Kant’s argument is that the will, as a causal power, cannot act without a law governing its causation. It is
not clear from this passage, however, why it could not renounce the moral law in favour of an opposite
‘evil law’; why it could not make it its general maxim systematically to act in whatever way that the
moral law forbids. In part, it seems as if this comes down to Kant’s notorious moral optimism. Following
the above passage he says:
“The human being (even the basest), no matter in what maxims, does not, as it were, in a
rebellious manner renounce the moral law (by revoking his obedience to it). Rather, the law
thrusts itself upon him irresistibly, and if no other incentive acted against it, then he would also
admit it into his supreme maxim as sufficient determining basis of his power of choice [Willkür],
i.e., he would be morally good.”141
For Kant, there is no renouncing or escaping the moral law. It always provides an incentive that is by
itself sufficient to determine the human being to action.
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Even if this is accepted it still leaves unclear why this incentive could not be consciously resisted.
It might be possible in principle for an agent to simply adopt a satanic maxim and ignore the moral law.
Though this would not count as a complete rejection, it would amount to the same in practice. However,
the question is whether we could make sense of an agent actually making this choice. It is not hard to
see why someone might see some good in what is de facto evil, for instance with an eye to personal
gain. This would however immediately disqualify them from being truly diabolical. For a diabolical will,
the evil must in itself give the incentive to action.
This is absurd within the Kantian framework for a number of reasons. The first is a simple
conceptual claim: the evil is defined as the necessary object of aversion, the good as that of desire. To
desire the evil, therefore, is ipso facto to make it your good. This of course scans perfectly as an
interpretation of ‘Evil be thou my good’: Satan cannot commit himself to evil without subsuming it
under the good.
Of course, an opponent is unlikely to be persuaded just by an argument from definition; they
may reply that the definition was simply stacked against them from the start. In response, a Kantian
might show that there is no theoretical space for the possibility of the evil acting as an incentive. Recall
that in Kant’s theory practical reason only has two incentives: self-love (that is, the sum of all our
inclinations),142 and the moral law. For a diabolical will to be possible, it cannot be motivated by either of
these incentives. We must therefore effectively postulate a third incentive, call it the evil law, which acts
as a polar opposite to the moral law. We must also reproduce the great pains Kant took to demonstrate
the possibility of practical reason being motivated purely by the moral law, this time for the evil law.
Hence, we need a notion of ‘anti-respect’ for the evil law. We need a notion of ‘anti-autonomy’ to follow
this evil law, different from heteronomy and different from Kant’s notion of autonomy, which can only
consist in following the law reason gives itself (i.e. the moral law.) To make anti-autonomy work we
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might even need an ‘evil reason’ to give this law, as well as a ‘fact of evil reason’, etc. Though it would
be marginally interesting to see how far one can get in working out this anti-moral system in Kant, I will
not pursue these thoughts here. I think it is safe to say these notions would be extremely difficult to
make sense of and would lack a clear basis in human moral experience. True evil, or the truest evil we
can know in real experience, is to be conceived of in terms of heteronomy and hence in connection with
sensible incentives to which the will yields; it cannot be pursued for its own sake.
These arguments rely quite heavily on the Kantian framework, but it is plausible to think that
here this framework tracks the way action is conceived of in ordinary moral consciousness. This is to say
that Velleman’s Satan cannot exist outside of literature: to represent someone as truly committed to
evil in this way is cartoonish, and for an actual agent with real practical reason to be committed in this
way is inconceivable.143 In fact, one might in this example say that Milton’s Satan is such a compelling
character because he is presented as having real, understandable motivations, and his motivations are
understandable because he has a positive value conception he pursues.144 ‘True villains’ in fiction are
usually represented somewhat shallowly and without drawing much attention to their motivations. (The
classic trope being ‘mad scientist’ characters whose goal is something as incoherent as ‘to destroy the
world’: an aim which we would mostly associate with cartoon villainy.) To ‘deepen’ their character
almost always means providing justifications for their motives, such that an audience can find it
believable that in their own mind the villain is in fact pursuing some positive value conception.145 It is
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difficult to see how a character who was truly motivated solely by evil could be fleshed out in a
believable way.
Silber suggests in his essay ‘Kant at Auschwitz’, however, that history does in fact feature such
characters; and that it is a fundamental deficiency of Kant’s moral psychology that he was too optimistic
about human nature to account for them. He states that “Kant’s theory can comprehend the
motivations of an Eichmann, a functionary whose efficiency and zeal were motivated almost entirely by
careerist concerns; but it cannot illuminate the conduct of a Hitler.”146 According to Silber, “in Hitler we
confront not an absence of self-directed will but, together with Stalin, one of history’s ultimate
examples of focused malevolent volition.”147 Kant can only dismiss Hitler as a deeply irrational madman,
but this does no justice to the fact that his irrationality is an expression of his freedom and that Hitler
“consciously chose evil.”148 This would suggest, if true, that we must yet try to find room within Kant’s
moral psychology to do justice to the empirical facts.
Silber is undoubtedly correct that Kant did not imagine the monstrous evil of the Third Reich as
he was writing his works (as few thinkers at the time could have.) I seriously doubt, however, that Hitler
is so incomprehensible from the perspective of Kant’s moral psychology. Of course, whatever can be
said about Hitler’s motivations is mere speculation and inference from his behaviour. (This is not only so
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because he is dead: the opacity of maxims means that even the living Hitler could not have given
completely reliable testimony as to his own motivations.)149 What is clear is that Hitler displayed a nearmaniacal determination and steadfastness in pursuing a goal that by all accounts, his reason should have
told him was an evil one. Part of what makes him uniquely terrifying is that his evil was methodically
thought out and calmly carried through. It was not the mere result of violent temper or a misguided
sense of self-preservation, and clearly involved the use of reason. Yet Hitler’s behaviour does not
suggest that he suffered the pangs of conscience, or that his reason urged the moral law upon him.150
The memory of Hitler and other twentieth-century dictators may be one of the reasons
contemporary readers, including myself, have trouble taking the ‘most hardened scoundrel’ passage in
the Groundwork seriously:151 that “there is no one, not even the most hardened scoundrel, if only he is
otherwise in the habit of using reason, who – when one presents him with examples of [moral conduct]
– does not wish that he too might be so disposed. But he cannot easily bring this about in himself, just
because of his inclinations and impulses; while at the same time he wishes to be free from such
inclinations, which he himself finds burdensome.”152 Hitler does not seem to conform to this model; in
fact, there seems to be something perverted in imagining Hitler as a slave of burdensome inclinations,
wishing but failing to be rid of them. So far, then, I am willing to follow Silber in thinking that Kant was
too optimistic. As a matter of empirical fact, it appears possible to be a scoundrel so hardened (an agent
so debased) that one does not wish to be otherwise; to have a somewhat stable and reasoned
commitment to evil.
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At first glance, the psychological claim I am suggesting we abandon appears to occupy an
important place in the structure of Kant’s system. This is reaffirmed by Kant’s descriptions of moral
feeling and moral death in the Doctrine of Virtue:
“[Moral feeling] is the susceptibility to feel pleasure or displeasure merely from being aware
that our actions are consistent with or contrary to the law of duty. (…) No human being is
entirely without moral feeling, for were he completely lacking in receptivity to it he would be
morally dead; and if (…) the moral vital force could no longer excite this feeling, then humanity
would dissolve (…) into mere animality”.153
Denying moral feeling to characters like Hitler, then, means robbing them of their humanity entirely –
and consequently absolving them of the duties that are associated with our humanity. This is evidently
unacceptable. Crucially, however, moral feeling is supposed to come from awareness of our observance
of duty. This makes it possible that an agent who is suitably confused about morality could have false
awareness of their (non-)observance of duty and hence lack the appropriate moral feeling in a given
case. The appearance of moral death then belies the underlying cognitive failure: one is simply seriously
misguided about the content of the moral law.
It seems clear to me that at least a part of Hitler’s moral failure is genuinely cognitive in this
way. He quite probably sincerely held the beliefs upon which the Third Reich was based, including that
certain races and groups had no place in the Reich and were undeserving of moral respect. Though
these beliefs do not count as ‘moral’ in the thick, Kantian sense (because they lack universal validity),
undoubtedly Hitler took them to have moral import and count as moral beliefs.154 In acting on them he
must therefore have taken himself to act for the sake of the good: bizarrely, in Hitler’s eyes an inability
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to carry out his plans because of moral compunctions would look like weakness of will.155 We have no
reason to assume, furthermore, that Hitler would not have displayed moral feeling correctly in cases
that lay outside of the scope of his Nazi principles. As Silber notes, he was charming and attentive to
those around him, especially to little children.156 He reportedly abhorred animal suffering and there is
little reason to think that he would not have been happy to have done a good deed or dejected at
having failed to help a friend in need. Thus even Hitler is not morally dead: rather, he has engaged in a
misuse of reason that, under the influence of heteronomy, has produced in him a false awareness of
what he believes is the moral law and thereby numbed him to contradictory evidence from
confrontations with the actual moral law.
This explanation attributes a strong role to an agent’s theoretical beliefs about morality,
including the power potentially to override moral feeling and conscience and deafen the agent to the
call of the moral law. Of course, we should not conclude that this process will occur in any agent who
holds non-Kantian moral beliefs – this would invalidate Kant’s entire theory of moral feeling, by
narrowing its application only to the small group of agents who already hold the correct moral theory. I
take it to be restricted to a small class of people I will refer to as ‘ideologues’, where I intend the use of
that term to be value-neutral. What distinguishes ideologues from other human beings is that they pay
an extraordinary attention to their beliefs, and make a conscious and directed effort to bring their
behaviour in line with these. An ideologue will actively seek to correct what they perceive to be an
‘errant’ moral feeling. This description will apply to the Nazi and the Stalinist, but may equally cover
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certain (harmless) moral philosophers, whose moral theory produces counterintuitive results.157 These
agents may genuinely believe that their moral beliefs are well-reasoned, and that they cannot trust
feelings that would inform them otherwise. Alternatively, in many of these cases there may be deeper
personal motives that make it unthinkable for the agent to abandon their theory. The Nazi might have a
lot to gain personally from operating as a cog within his society’s system. The communist civil servant
may be afraid of the consequences of even seeming to question party doctrine. The moral philosopher
might be afraid to doubt the theory on which they have built their career. And quite likely, agents whose
moral beliefs support particularly abhorrent deeds (like the Nazi) might be subconsciously terrified to
confront the gravity of their own deeds and beliefs from the genuine moral standpoint, and therefore
seek to numb their moral feeling so that they will no longer be prompted to occupy that standpoint. In
the case of the moral philosopher, this may look a lot more benign – they may more or less consciously
train themselves to align their response to moral situations with their theory, rather than their moral
feeling. Note that all this is a form of self-conceit: ideologues place an inordinate trust in their own
twisted logic over moral feeling and the dictates of reason, and render themselves insusceptible to the
criticism of other members of the moral community which might have steered them back in the right
direction.
This position is speculative on my part and not directly based on Kant’s text. I do however think
it plays a background role in some of Kant’s writing. In the Groundwork he explains that “[common
human reason in practical use] stands just as good a chance of hitting the mark as a philosopher can
ever expect; indeed it is almost more sure in this than even the latter, because he can have no other
principle, but can easily confuse his judgment with a host of alien and irrelevant considerations and
deflect it from the straight course. Accordingly, would it not be more advisable (…) not to let
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[philosophy] lead common human understanding away from its fortunate simplicity for practical
purposes”?158 Of course, he answers ‘no’ to this question, since philosophy (in the form of a critique of
practical reason) can provide the clarity we require to escape the ‘natural dialectic’ of practical reason,
“a propensity to rationalise against strict laws of duty” from seductive inclination.159 This assumes
however that this philosophy is done right, according to the critical method; in fact Kant thinks that
moral philosophy which does not rest on a metaphysics of morals, like his own, cannot even be real
philosophy. Since it will inevitably intermingle pure and empirical principles it “infringes on the purity of
morals themselves by this intermingling and proceeds contrary to its own end.”160 All this establishes
two points. Firstly, that insofar as Kant thinks moral philosophy worth doing he is only talking about
moral philosophy that begins from critical philosophy. Secondly, that Kant attributes to ‘bad’ philosophy
a real power to corrupt ordinary moral thinking and confuse an otherwise sound capacity for judgment.
Whether we should classify Nazi ideology or communist dogma as bad philosophy may be up for debate,
but certainly they play a similar cognitive role and yield moral judgments.
The numbing effect of ideology can be powerful but there is no reason we should believe that it
would be complete, and so we need not contradict Kant’s insistence that no human being can be
completely deaf to the call of conscience. This is why I spoke before of only a ‘somewhat stable’
commitment to evil. The most hardened scoundrel may not wish to be good, but neither can he
completely insulate himself from conscience. It is always present in him dimly and, in the right
circumstances, able to break through his mental defences and raise his awareness of his own
wrongdoing to the level of consciousness. This is important because it entails two conclusions about the
agent. Firstly, that all agents are redeemable: there is no evil so deep that a change of heart is
impossible, though circumstances may make it very difficult. Secondly, as a consequence, that all agents
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can be held responsible: they can never pretend that it was not within their power to realise that they
were doing wrong. Kant explains in the Religion that conscience is “a consciousness that is by itself a
duty” and that “one ought to venture nothing at the risk of its being wrong (quod dubitas, ne
feceris!)”.161 He introduces his own example of an ideologue in the form of an inquisitor, who believes
that faith requires of him that he condemn a heretic to death. Since faith does not admit of any
evidence that could absolutely guarantee the truth of his convictions, the inquisitor cannot rule out the
possibility of error in his judgment; but conscience does permit him to know for certain that putting the
heretic to death would be morally wrong.162 If he decides to condemn the heretic after all, he will be
acting wrongly on a principle of probabilism, i.e. that an action is justified if one merely has the opinion
that it may well be right, and therefore in direct violation of his duty of conscience.163 Thus so long as an
agent has access to conscience as a power of judgment, they have a duty to be conscious of its
commands. The same applies to Hitler: though he may have been quite convinced that his actions were
justified, Kant holds that conscience prevented him from ever being certain.
This conclusion is particularly important to adherents of SGG* because it gives them the tools to
defeat a potentially dangerous objection to SGG*. Samuel Kahn argues that SGG does not allow us to
distinguish “culpable and inculpable ignorance”, where the former is a kind of ignorance for which the
agent is or should be morally responsible. In Kahn’s example, a doctor tells a medically untrained
woman to administer penicillin to her sick friend. The woman does so diligently out of the good
intention to help her friend, not knowing that the latter is in fact allergic to penicillin. The woman’s
ignorance is inculpable: insofar as she had an obligation to inform herself before treating her friend, her
obligation as a layperson was to seek sound medical advice, which she did in good faith. The doctor’s
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ignorance is culpable: as a medical professional, she had an obligation to inform herself about the
patient’s medical history. Wanting to just be done with this patient, she ignored that duty and is
responsible for the resulting allergic reaction.164 Kahn argues that on GG, we can explain the moral
difference between the two cases: the woman did what she considered to be objectively good, while the
doctor knowingly did what was only subjectively good in defiance of the known objective good.165
On SGG, however, we are forced to say that wrongdoing consists in misrepresenting an action to
oneself as objectively good. The doctor did wrong insofar as she mistook her own interests for
objectively good. But the woman similarly did wrong in mistaking the administering of penicillin for an
objective good. Thus both were pursuing what they genuinely perceived to be the objective good. Thus,
argues Kahn, SGG lacks the resources to distinguish their errors clearly, and appears to absolve the
doctor from blame (or conversely implicate the woman just as much as the doctor.)166 Kahn fails to
appreciate the difference conscience makes for culpability, however. The woman has fulfilled her duty
of conscience and can be reasonably certain her action is in fact right; the ignorance that leads to its
wrongness is of a theoretical nature, and conscience could not have remedied it. (Unless one argues
that quod dubitas, ne feceris also implies that she should have been conscious of a duty to completely
verify the patient’s medical history. In that case, however, the example collapses entirely since her
ignorance would count as culpable, and SGG is also validated.) The doctor, by contrast, acted on a
principle that is morally uncertain and failed to live up to her duty of conscience. Therefore though both
represented their action to themselves as objectively good, the doctor (morally) should have known that
this representation was at the very least uncertain and is therefore culpable for her ignorance in a way
the untrained woman is not. So long as we are able to maintain Kant’s fairly robust moral psychology,
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then, we need not worry so much about SGG* reducing all our errors to errors of mere ignorance and
losing track of culpability.
All of the above clears the way for a general explanation of evil willing in Kantian terms. Evil
agents cannot be motivated by evil alone; nor can they be considered merely and inculpably ignorant,
even if they are strongly under the spell of ideology. Despite appearances, all are guilty of the same
fundamental mistake: they have given motivational priority to self-love, rather than the moral law, and
have built an illusion of justification on the basis of treating the resulting principles as universally valid.
This means we may plausibly understand all evil agents as self-conceited or despondent in some way.
Self-conceit and despondency both function to suppress conscience and moral feeling, but as we have
seen they cannot bring about complete moral death. Hence the agent’s error can also never be seen as
innocent or as the product of delusion so deep that it is beyond the scope of moral responsibility and
appraisal. Though in this section I have focused mostly on quite dramatic cases of evil, which have
historically been viewed as giving Kant and the adherents of SGG* the most trouble, it should be noted
that this explanation generalises to all actions in which the agent fails to accord due priority to the moral
law, whether they be Hitler or someone who does not return a library book. What they have in common
is that they treat the moral law as an incentive to be traded away against their inclinations, rather than
as giving unconditional commands. Evil willing reduces, then, to an error in (practical) judgment that
stems from self-delusion.
However, some agents do wrong despite having completely sound judgment. They understand
their duties and the unconditional nature of the moral law, yet in moments of weakness fail to act in
accordance with this understanding. Philosophers tend to refer to such cases of dissonance between
willing and action as ‘weakness of will’, while Kant has preferred the term ‘frailty’. I turn to this
phenomenon in the next section.
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3.2 Frailty
At the outset of this section it appears worth examining whether and to what extent the Kantian
phenomenon of frailty is the same as that of weakness of will, and/or akrasia (incontinence) as these
are discussed in the general philosophical literature. In his influential paper on the subject, Donald
Davidson characterises weakness of the will (which he identifies with incontinence) as follows:
“In doing x an agent acts incontinently if and only if: (a) the agent does x intentionally; (b) the
agent believes there is an alternative action y open to him; and (c) the agent judges that, all
things considered, it would be better to do y than to do x.”167
This echoes a description Aristotle gives of akrasia (incontinence). The incontinent person in Aristotle
“acts in one way though already persuaded that he should act in another.”168
Compare this to the way Kant introduces the phenomenon of frailty in the Religion:
“Willing I have indeed, but performance is lacking; i.e. I admit the good (the law) into the maxim
of my power of choice; but this good, which objectively, in the idea (…) is an insurmountable
incentive, is subjectively (…) the weaker (by comparison with inclination) when the maxim ought
to be complied with.”169
Kant’s rendition of the phenomenon is in principle consistent with Davidson’s and Aristotle’s.170 It is also,
however, much more specific than theirs in its characterisation. In Davidson and Aristotle, the possibility
is open that the agent is weak merely in failing to comply with their own subjective beliefs about the
right course of action. By contrast, the Kantian frail agent wills the objective good. This is so because
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Kant describes frailty directly in terms of the Wille/Willkür distinction.171 As seen before, an agent’s will
is necessarily directed to the good. It competes with the incentive of inclination, however, in
determining the power of choice. Frailty covers a select number of cases in which the agent is well
aware that the moral law is objectively the strongest incentive, but still fails to make their choice
accordingly due to the subjective force of inclination. (Where the agent lacks this awareness and treats
the moral law as an incentive that can be weighed off against inclination, they have already lapsed into
impurity.172 In this situation the agent is vulnerable to self-conceit and despondency as I have analysed
these phenomena above.) In this it is in line with the Aristotelian conception, in which the incontinent is
explained as “pursu[ing] the present pleasure” in spite of their rational choice.173 This underlines
Engstrom’s insistence that Kant’s moral philosophy, as a species of practical cognitivism, is continuous
with the tradition that stems from Plato and Aristotle rather than breaking away from it.174
Unsurprisingly but significantly, Kant’s conception of frailty trades on his specific theory of the
will as a faculty for moral knowledge. It does not cover instances of weakness of will in which an agent
fails to make a choice that would be better according to a mistaken value scheme. Such cases would
presumably have to fall under impurity, since the agent has already admitted non-moral incentives into
their value scheme. Nor does it hold for cases that lack a clear moral element, such as Davidson’s
‘toothbrush case’.175 And of course Kant’s theory of choice as always being determined by one of two
incentives directly rules out the possibility of ‘incoherent incontinence’; that is, an agent intentionally
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acting against their better judgment without any discernible motive. (Listlessness, which I will discuss in
the next section, also involves the agent not acting on either of these incentives; however, their action is
not incoherent nor obviously lacking in motives, and so this claim should not be taken to extend to
listlessness.)
The reality of frailty would seem to be one of the best arguments against GG, and SGG* in
particular, since it involves acting intentionally against one’s idea of the good. An adherent of GG could
swiftly reply that, by Kant’s own admission, the agent is still pursuing some value: namely subjective
over objective value. There would be nothing incoherent about this in principle. This reply is quite
unsatisfactory as it stands, however. Insofar as a choice appears as good, it does so by comparison to
the alternatives of which the agent is aware: and in this situation the agent is quite explicitly aware of
the superiority of the alternative. GG would be close to trivial if ‘good’ in it referred only to the pro tanto
good, since there is probably some good to be found in almost any possible choice. Surely, what GG
means to say is that an agent makes a choice in the conviction that their choice is ‘good’ in a more
interesting sense: good in terms of being the preferable option, all things considered. Even if this is
doubted, it seems to me that on a psychological level the extent to which a choice seems good is
significantly affected by the value of the other choices which are ruled out by it, and that the frail agent
does not view their choice as good in this way as they are making it.
Nevertheless this response can be developed into one with more merit, by appealing to Kant’s
distinction between the objective and subjective level. Frail agents are aware that the moral law should
objectively be an insurmountable incentive for them. But in their subjective experience, it does not
appear to them that way; there, inclination does in fact present itself as the bigger incentive, and hence
its recommendations appear as a greater good. Sergio Tenenbaum argues that it is crucial to understand
such ‘appearances of the good’ in a manner analogous to theoretical appearances. The latter
appearances can not only be illusory, he points out, but the illusion can be persistent. In such cases,
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even knowing that we are being presented with an illusion will not correct the appearance.176 The lines
in the Müller-Lyer illusion continue to appear of unequal length to us even when we are aware that they
are equally long. Similarly, the inclinations continue to present themselves to us as making a claim to the
good even after we have become aware that this claim is restricted by the moral law. This is also why
the inclinations have their quality of temptation, and why reading Kant’s philosophy does not have the
effect of an immediate moral conversion.
Certain behaviours of an agent presented with a perceptual illusion seem to be intelligible even
if irrational. For instance, we would not complain that a child’s behaviour was unintelligible if it was
transfixed in fear by a dark humanoid shadow in the room at night, even though it knows from daylight
experience that it is only seeing a coat and hat on a coat rack. The child itself will likely recognise its fear
as a kind of cognitive weakness, but feel powerless to stop it. Similarly, a defender of GG can claim, an
agent can be intelligibly pursuing a mere appearance of the good in full knowledge that this is irrational.
The illusion of goodness does not disappear, nor does it lose its motivating force, in the face of practical
knowledge. So while the agent knows they are not doing what is all-things-considered good, it may still
appear to them as if they are. Since both courses of action appear under the guise of the good, either
choice is intelligible from the perspective of GG.
This strategy, though not completely worked out here, appears a very promising one to salvage
GG. It is not evident that it can also rescue SGG*, however, due to its reliance on distinguishing the
objective and subjective levels of value. SGG*’s most prominent adherents have sought to deal with the
phenomenon of frailty in other ways.
Reath does not pretend to have a fully developed answer to what he calls weakness, and he
somewhat confuses the matter by using this term and not clearly distinguishing impurity and frailty. He
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initially appears to suggest that, “rather than in a simple failure of choice (Willkür) to follow practical
reason (Wille)”177 it should be located in the cognitive dimension of volition. Weakness occurs when
agents have unclear principles or reason defectively from their principle to its application. While this
undoubtedly explains certain kinds of behaviour, it cannot apply to frailty. The frail agent is well aware
of the correct principles and how to apply them. Reath appears to be aware of this and suggests the
following:
“A back-up possibility for handling certain kinds of weakness is to treat them as intentional
action that is not the result of volition. In this respect, the thesis is less strong than it might
initially appear since it need not imply that all intentional behaviour understands itself to satisfy
a condition of universal validity. Such choices would be intentional in the sense that they issue
from a faculty of desire – a capacity by means of one’s representations to realize the objects of
these representations. But they would not be rationally willed since they do not engage the
distinctive capacity for rational volition, which initiates action from a principle understood to
satisfy a condition of universal validity. (…) Instances of weakness understood in this way would
not, strictly speaking, be “weak willing”, but volitional failure – failures to exercise the will.”178
Unfortunately Reath considers this only a ‘back-up possibility’, and his exploration of it ends
with this passage. Stephen Engstrom appears to suggest a similar reply, though he also never quite
appears to view frailty (which he also does not distinguish from general weakness of will) as a significant
challenge to his views. For Engstrom, the possibility of weakness of will demonstrates the difference
between willing and mere intending. Only willing, says Engstrom, understands itself as making a
judgment that an action is good. Hence weakness of will involves a conflict between intention and ‘one’s
better judgment’ or will, in which “the will is thwarted or hindered by an opposing sensible desire; and
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to the extent that the latter prevails in the conflict, action contrary to what is willed may ensue.”179
Engstrom still regards it as a cognitive failure, i.e. a deficiency in one’s knowledge of the good.
Both of these responses capitalise on Kant’s own application of the Wille/Willkür distinction, and
argue that the frail agent satisfies SGG* because their willing (but not their choice) does in fact conform
to a condition of universal validity.180 As we observed above, the will of a frail agent is directed to the
good, and recognised as having the appropriate authority. The failure occurs only at the level of Willkür.
John Silber describes this failure as a bifurcation of the action into two acts of Willkür: one to choose the
immoral course of action, the other to immediately condemn itself for doing so.181 The latter act is
occasioned by conscience and hence reflects what the agent actually wills: to adhere to the moral law.
This response is only successful, however, if – as Reath observes – the thesis is much less strong
that it initially appeared. There is a strong feeling that goalposts are being shifted if now SGG* is
suddenly taken to be restricted to the will. As noted before, the claim that the will (as practical reason)
is necessarily directed to the good (WGG) is quite uncontroversial among Kantians, and it is evident that
Reath and Engstrom have wanted to say something significantly stronger. Their claim rather seemed to
be that any act of choice (intentional action) in which the will is at all involved takes the good for its
object, and hence takes place under the presupposition of universality. Since, by Silber’s analysis of it,
the will is involved in frail agency it too should fall under this presupposition.
Reath of course does not strictly deny that the will is involved in frail agency. By his analysis, it
rather ‘fails to be exercised’ and takes a back-seat to a “sub-agential system”. The will is present in the
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sense that the agent had the capacity to exercise it, but did not. Hence the volition of the agent does not
qualify as rational volition, and SGG* applied only to rational volition.
I agree with Reath that frailty is a type of irrationality, which means that it cannot count as fully
rational volition. I am not comfortable, however, with the claim that it does not count as rational
volition at all. My worry is that this argument appears to generalise to all kinds of improper volition
under discussion in this chapter: in all of them, the agent has a capacity to exercise the will but fails to
do so for various reasons. While undoubtedly it is true that all these behaviours count as irrational in
that sense, this cannot be sufficient to deny them status as rational volition. Otherwise, SGG* would
again amount to WGG: the rather boring claim that purely rational volition aims at the good. It is already
evident that Reath intends to defend a stronger claim than that.
Engstrom would reply that there is in fact a difference between frailty and impurity, such that
Reath’s point would not generalise over both. The latter he calls a “conflict in the will”, the former “a
conflict between practical thought and willing (practical judgment) proper”.182 What distinguishes them
is that the will goes beyond making an individual decision, as one does when suffering from frailty.
Rather, to will is a matter of adopting maxims and thereby “constituting one’s character”. The tension in
frailty is precisely that the isolated action does not accord with the maxims the agent has in fact
adopted, and hence with the structure of their overall character. That the will is to be understood like
this is already suggested by Kant’s discussion of the good will at the very start of the Groundwork.183
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This view is consistent with Engstrom’s conception of the will as a capacity for practical
knowledge. Agents can know that p without consistently instantiating that knowledge. Gamblers may be
familiar with all of the basic principles of probability (p) but still make irrational bets on the basis of a
‘lucky feeling’ or an irrelevant superstition, perhaps even while professing that they know the odds are
against them. It is important to note here the presence of a conflicting thought q (‘the roulette ball fell
on black the last four times, surely it will be red this time!’) which explains their behaviour, but which
the gamblers likely would not count as knowledge (as it is neither justified nor true). One might imagine
them saying things like ‘I know it doesn’t work like this, but…’ and even being ready to dissuade a friend
in the exact same situation from taking a bet based on q. Nor need we suppose that they have
momentarily forgotten p, or are unaware of its conflict with q. We still would not take this behaviour as
evidence that the gambler in fact did not know that p, or has a kind of ‘cognitive character’ that does not
really know that p. We would, however, probably ascribe to them some kind of cognitive weakness – a
type of theoretical frailty, that is susceptible to the attraction of irrelevant factors overriding the
intellect’s better judgment. Thus, we have a conflict between the agent’s knowledge and their thinking,
rather than a conflict between different knowledge claims. Engstrom’s claim is that moral frailty should
similarly be understood as a conflict between a good will, as a body of correct practical knowledge (i.e. a
character) and an errant practical thought. This conflict is more or less transparent to the agent and
while their thought is action-motivating, they do not take it to make a knowledge claim (have universal
validity.)
By itself this explanation of frailty is plausible enough, and compatible with a view of will as a
faculty that knows, and commands, the moral law alone. The same cannot be said for the contrast with
impurity as a ‘conflict in the will.’ This requires the will being able to make conflicting judgments, and
such a notion of will differs markedly from the one which contrasts with Willkür.184 So far I have
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understood Wille as intrinsically guided by its own form, i.e. the form of the moral law, and as one of the
two incentives of Willkür. Engstrom however appears to reverse their relation: for him “all exercise of
the free power of choice [Willkür] is also exercise of the will”, where he understands the will as the
capacity for practical judgment.185 As textual evidence he points to a puzzling passage from MS which
occurs in the very same section in which Kant makes the Wille/Willkür distinction:
“not only choice but also mere wish can be included under the will (Unter dem Willen kann die
Willkür, aber auch der bloße Wunsch enthalten sein)”.186
If Kant here really means to say that choice is a mere aspect or subspecies of will, this directly
contradicts the preceding paragraph of his text. However, it seems likely that Kant means to make a
quite different point than Engstrom needs. He introduces choice not by means of a direct contrast to
will, but to wish: the faculty of desire without a “consciousness of the ability to bring about its object by
one’s action”. The will is subsequently defined as the “faculty of desire whose inner determining ground
(…) lies within the subject’s reason”. The point Kant wants to make is not that all choice is will. It is
rather that will can “determine the faculty of desire as such” and hence can be an incentive to wish as
well as to choice. Choice is ‘included’ under the will insofar as it is one of the two sub-faculties of desire
under the will’s influence.187 So while will is involved as an incentive in every exercise of choice, it is not
itself exercised with every choice. It is exercised only in those choices that are rational, i.e. moral. Hence
will proper, contra Engstrom, cannot be in conflict with itself; and all forms of moral failure, not just
frailty, are conflicts between the agent’s choice and their will.
Of course Engstrom is still correct that the difference between frailty and impurity lies in
character: the frail agent has a good character but fails to live up to it at all times, while the impure
agent treats the moral law as an incentive on par with the inclinations, which is a severe character flaw.
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The difference lies not in the will, however, but rather in the “dispositional act” by which these agents
prioritise the two incentives of Willkür. The concept of disposition (Gesinnung)188 emerges in the
Religion in the discussion of good and evil character, and signifies an agent’s most general or ‘supreme’
maxim. One’s disposition is “the first subjective basis for the adoption of maxims”,189 and can only be
good or evil. A good agent gives priority to the moral law, an evil agent to self-love. The dispositional act
is that act by which Willkür adopts one or the other supreme maxim.190 The dispositional act of choosing
the good maxim does not guarantee the goodness of all of the agent’s particular acts, but neither can
these acts completely fail to relate to the disposition.191 (Hence the guilt and self-condemnation
associated with frailty, which is absent for an agent who acts from impurity.) Since the dispositional act
is an act of Willkür, the distinction between frailty and impurity should be drawn in almost the opposite
way to Engstrom’s. Both are conflicts between an act of Willkür and the will. However, in frailty Willkür
is also in conflict with itself: an individual act of choice conflicts with the dispositional act. If one wanted
then to preserve Engstrom’s reply and say that the kind of rational volition to which SGG* applies is that
which constitutes character, this amounts to claiming that SGG* only extends to the dispositional act.
This view would be significantly weaker than the one Engstrom actually proposes, and could hardly be
said to support the claim that the good is the a priori concept of all practical reason.
So it appears that Reath’s and Engstrom’s explanations of frailty fall short. Frailty may differ
from impurity and other kinds of moral failure, but it is still rational volition and hence should be
covered by SGG*. I propose that they instead look to Tenenbaum’s argument from persistent illusion as
an answer. To briefly recap that argument, Tenenbaum suggests that actions which are commended by
the inclinations appear to us as good, and they continue to do so even after we discover that this
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appearance is illusory (i.e. that the moral law in fact forbids these actions.) A tension then develops
between what we know to be good and what appears to us to be good, and this tension need not be
resolved in favour of knowledge.
One reason an adherent of SGG* might be sceptical of this argument is that they are required to
argue that appearances of the good make a claim to universal validity, and continue to do so in the face
of a contradictory and rationally more compelling claim. I fail to see, however, why the argument cannot
be transformed to reflect this in a plausible way. Of course that which appears as good to the agent is
only subjectively good, and the agent is aware of this fact. The agent however also has a good
disposition, i.e. prioritises objective over subjective good. If the subjective good appears to agents only
as subjective, it is not clear why it could tempt them to act contrary to their disposition and against the
moral law. If, however, the appearance of good gives the illusion of objective goodness (even against
the agent’s better judgment) this temptation is less mysterious.192 The agent is weighing off two
appearances of objective goodness, one veridical but the other with inclination (hence subjective
goodness) on its side. The latter presents itself to him or her in errant thoughts which seek to rationalise
their choice, such as “you know you deserve this”, “everyone would understand” or “they would do the
same in your shoes.” While these thoughts are contradicted by the agent’s judgments they still have the
force of the illusion which they help sustain. Thus frail agents are still engaged in rationalising their
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choices and presenting these to themselves as objectively justified; but they do so in full, if momentarily
suppressed knowledge that this justification is actually spurious and will not quell their conscience for
very long.
One important difference should be pointed out between ordinary, i.e. perceptual, persistent
illusions and persistent illusions of goodness. The former occur in relatively rare and special
circumstances, as our perceptual capacities are well-equipped under normal conditions to a) clearly
perceive appearances and b) adjust themselves to an illusory appearance in such a way that the illusion
is broken, as soon as the illusion is seen through once. By contrast, on this theory we must hold that
‘practical’ persistent illusions occur under normal conditions in great number, essentially whenever an
agent is tempted by a subjective good. This disanalogy is consistent, however, with Kant’s view of
human nature and practical reason. Practical reason differs from the theoretical, after all, in being
subject to two incentives pulling in different directions, and even the highest degree of virtue attainable
to a human being does not release them from the pull and temptation of the sensible incentive.193
Hence the appeal to persistent illusion appears fully consistent with Kant’s general theory of the frailty
of our nature.
3.3 Listlessness
Unlike evil and frailty, listlessness is not a familiar concept from Kant’s writings on moral psychology. To
my knowledge, in the general literature it also does not go by any widely agreed upon name the way
“weakness of will” does. The term ‘listlessness’ occurs in work by Alfred Mele194 and I have found it to be
the most descriptive of the phenomenon in question, though I will deviate somewhat from his
treatment of it.
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Essentially, the phenomenon I have in mind occurs when an agent appears to act in ways that
do not clearly reflect any sense of value in their action. One such case is one of Velleman’s
counterexamples to GG, which I will dub the ‘crockery case’. In this case Velleman has fallen into a deep
despair and convinced himself that it is futile to act for any value whatsoever. As a result he stops
leaving his house and refrains from any action to pursue his conception of the good. However, he does
not stop acting altogether. He may be taken by a fancy to smash some crockery in his house. Not,
Velleman insists, because he think this will somehow help alleviate his despair; he is so dejected that he
may not even see this as possible, and if he does acknowledge the possibility he is too depressed to act
on it. It rather strikes him that this act of crockery-smashing would be such a worthless thing to do, and
he sees this as fitting his present self-conception as worthless.195 One might dismiss his action as
nonsensical, but this is the very point; with all the bearings of practical reason and intentionality he
commits himself to an action which he knows to be nonsensical, because it is nonsensical.
Less frivolously and more realistically, we might look to cases of clinical depression.196 I want to
be very careful here not to make any general claims about this condition, which is obviously complex
and manifests itself in very different ways for different people. First-hand accounts suggest, however,
that some patients experience their actions during a depressive episode in a way that may put pressure
on GG. They describe losing track of the very idea that their actions might have value, and simply ‘doing
things’. (References to clinical depression in what follows are intended to be exclusively to agents who
fit this description). GG would then seem to imply that, since intentional action is defined by the pursuit
of good, depression renders them incapable of intentional action. This is a very strange (and possibly
offensive) description of what is going on. Patients are still choosing to do the things they do, with an
intention of doing them. While undoubtedly many of their actions are performed out of habit and to
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that degree ‘mindlessly’, they are not automatic and are, or can be, the result of some deliberative
process. There is simply a certain kind of answer to the ‘why’-question that they cannot give, namely
one in terms of value.
In the Kantian scheme, listless agents appear not to be motivated by either of the incentives of
practical reason. They are despondent and do not take an interest in the moral law, but neither can their
behaviour be said to be motivated by self-love. (This is not at all to imply that the clinically depressed
are not morally motivated, as they very often are. Kant’s own example of the misanthrope, who feels no
sympathy for others but continues to act beneficently to them out of sheer duty,197 could with minor
alterations be seen as such a case. Here I am rather thinking of Mele’s example of Eve, a woman who
sees herself as morally obligated to care for her sick uncle. When her husband and children die in a
plane crash Eve becomes clinically depressed and as a result, though she continues to believe she is
morally required to help him, she entirely stops being motivated to do so.198 Mele does not say that she
stops helping her uncle as a result; assume here that she would.) Like self-conceit and despondency, I
take it that listlessness need not be a complete condition so that these incentives are not exhibited in
any of the agents’ behaviour. An agent is listless insofar as they perform some actions intentionally
without viewing them as good. Listlessness is the disposition to perform actions in this way. In the sorts
of cases I have here used as examples, we could expect this disposition to manifest itself in quite a high
number of the agents’ actions – though it appears difficult to imagine it doing so with complete
consistency. I will leave undecided here whether isolated listless actions in an otherwise motivationally
healthy agent are possible.
By way of a first reply, the defender of SGG* might wonder whether genuine listlessness is
possible. Maybe Velleman does not view smashing his crockery as useful or productive, but it is not
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entirely random that this is the action he chooses to perform. Such an action comes from an urge; and
though this urge is itself random and irrational, choosing to satisfy it is everything but. Raz suggests that
an urge inherently provides a reason to satisfy that urge, and thus that – absent stronger reasons
against such action – an agent pursues genuine value in satisfying even an irrational urge.199 This claim
has a good deal of intuitive evidence for it. The satisfaction of an urge tends to produce immediate
satisfaction, and conversely the failure to do so can lead to a nagging feeling that is both unpleasant,
and interferes with other pursuits. Raz further argues that the fact that agents do not feel that their
action has such value is due to their being “conceptually confused about reasons”:200 they believe,
mistakenly, that there is no reason to satisfy urges, presumably because they confuse the irrationality of
the urge itself with the irrationality of choosing to satisfy it. That they still act as they do reveals that
their surface-level beliefs do not match their motivations and their actual value commitments. Nothing
about this story seems to me inconsistent with the basic Kantian picture of agency. That picture then
further requires us to believe that, when an agent intentionally acts to satisfy an urge, the incentive at
play is self-love – a supposition that seems perfectly reasonable, insofar as the satisfaction involved
could be counted under the header of pleasure.
With a sufficiently developed notion of what an urge is, such a story would seem to extend
relatively well to the clinical depression case. Agents in this scenario report feeling like they are on
‘auto-pilot’, being driven to do things quite normally but having lost a clear sense of why. It is plausible
that much of what they do is done out of habit. We could then further say that part of the phenomenon
of habit formation is that it creates urges in the agent to conform with their habits. An agent once had a
justification which they took to be sufficient to begin performing a certain action regularly; the resulting
urge provides this agent with a reason to perform this action even in situations where the initial rational
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support is absent, either because the situation is itself different or because the agent no longer takes
that support to be sufficient.201 The latter description is particularly likely to hold for clinically depressed
agents. Habit then gives us a rational origin story for their urges that prevents us from painting them as
completely erratic agents who are the puppets of whatever random urge seizes control of them. At the
same time, the crockery case shows that random urges can still occur – there is no reason we should
completely exclude them from our account.
There are two main problems with this story. The first is that it is uncomfortably speculative. We
essentially posit an, unfalsifiable and unverifiable, urge for any behaviour that we cannot otherwise
explain, alongside the unsubstantiated claim that all behaviour without a higher-level explanation can
be explained with urges in this way. The second, and worse is that it seems that it can bear the weight of
GG but not SGG*. Agents who decide to give in to an urge do something that is good for themselves, i.e.
provides them with pleasure in the form of satisfaction. There is no indication however that they
represent their choice to themselves as universally valid, and no obvious reason that they might. One
might say that they would believe that ‘I should satisfy my (harmless/morally unproblematic) urges’ is a
universally valid judgment, and this may be correct. But we have got to this point by arguing that the
agents are conceptually confused about urges; they do not see themselves as intentionally giving in to
an urge and rather believe there is no reason (in terms of value) they do what they do. The judgment is
never on their mind to be universalised.
If listless action does not involve a claim to universal validity, the other option for adherents of
SGG* is to deny that it is proper rational volition. There is, after all, a kind of pathology here that
prevents practical reason from functioning properly. This is of course not to say that listless agents lack
practical reason or do not make use of it. It is rather to say that certain generic claims about practical
reason cannot hold for them.
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An obvious reply to this would be to say that frail and evil agents exhibit similar defects in their
practical reason. However, a major difference is that Kant views both propensities as wholly natural and
as intrinsic to the human being.202 The human will, as that of a finite being, is necessarily influenced by
inclination which gives rise to these volitional failures. By contrast, listlessness is an extraordinary state
that does not belong to the essence of the human will and in fact goes directly against it. As such, an
account of practical reason and of moral psychology owes more of an explanation of evil and of frailty
than it does of listlessness. Compare it to a theory (rulebook) of basketball: this requires answers to
personal fouls that naturally occur on the field, as players exert their bodies in space in imperfect ways,
but not to teams showing up to a game with only a single member. (Of course, there is one kind of
blanket answer in the rulebooks: such a team forfeits the game, much like a listless agent may be said to
forfeit the game of practical reason, and as a result the rest of the rulebook fails to find application.)
This argument has force, and may well be sufficient to relieve Kantian defenders of SGG* of
their duty to respond to the listlessness challenge. One remaining source of unease is that it merely
asserts Kant’s picture of the human being, without further motivating it. One might well argue that a
propensity to listlessness is present in every human being, or is at least a natural feature of the will to
which various humans can be subject to various degrees. The fact that clinical depression is a recognised
pathology counts against that claim, but not very strongly. Listlessness may occur in less severe or
pathological forms, and many if not all humans may have a propensity to certain forms of depression
depending on their circumstances. The Kantian view of human agency may just be an inadequate
portrayal of the complexity of our inner lives.
Be that as it may, this reply still puts Engstrom and Reath in a better position than initially
thought. The remaining objections now count against Kantian views of agency generally, not SGG*
specifically. As it is not the purpose of this dissertation to evaluate those views as a whole and as these
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objections require significant amounts of speculation, I will not pursue them further here. My conjecture
is that listlessness is a phenomenon that generally puts pressure on traditional accounts of agency
including Kant’s, especially insofar as they are committed to the guise of the good.
3.4 Conclusion
My contention, having considered all these cases of volitional failure, is that SGG* works. That is to say,
there are ways to explain volitional failure that are consistent with the claim that rational volition
constitutively aims at the good, and always represents itself as satisfying a condition of universal
validity. Granted, explaining all volitional failure in this way requires considerable speculative effort and,
though I have tried to show the contrary where possible, does not always yield the most intuitive or
obvious picture of what is going on. Its descriptions in isolation would not be sufficient to recommend
SGG* over a more relaxed view. The question is first and foremost whether SGG* is an acceptable
consequence of a theory which otherwise appears to have considerable interpretative and philosophical
merit. In the case of listlessness, we have seen that SGG* stands on equal footing with other (Kantian)
views, as it rejects the burden of having to explain the phenomenon by denying it the status of normal
or natural rational volition. For evil willing, it paints a quite compelling picture of agents being led astray
by self-conceit and despondency into feeling genuinely justified in their immoral pursuit. And frailty
could be explained in terms of the agent failing to rid themselves of a persistent illusion – not, as
Engstrom and Reath would have it, as a degenerate case of rational volition or a conflict of will with
itself.
Of course, what will be most objectionable to many philosophers is not so much the substantive
explanations offered by SGG* for the other cases, but its stringency in insisting that these explanations
must hold at all times. Surely some villains will conceive of themselves as pursuing some twisted version
of universal good, but why would we believe that all of them do? Is it not more parsimonious in isolated
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cases to view them as simply failing to care about doing good and consequently doing wrong, perhaps
not as an end in itself but therefore no less deliberately?
The answer to this question probably remains yes. What I hope to have shown, however, is that
such answers are not helpful in making this behaviour intelligible in general. Lacking complete
transparency of motive, there is unfortunately no way to know for sure whether at some level the
presupposition of universality plays a role in all practical judgment. If we suppose that it does, however,
the resulting theory is successful at delivering a unified explanation in which all morally problematic
actions are rendered intelligible. This then means that we need no longer be concerned that
counterexamples prevent us from adopting the conceptually attractive claim that the good is the a priori
concept of practical reason, with all its positive implications for the force and justification behind Kant’s
ethical theory.
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Concluding remarks
This dissertation asked the Pistorius question ‘what does Kant mean when he talks about the good?’ It
has by no means given a definitive, or even a complete, answer to that question. I have not examined all
of the possible answers in equally great detail and have completely avoided talking about the highest
good, an important notion in the second Critique which is the locus of endless controversy but
undoubtedly has to be a part of the complete story about the good. Instead, having unfolded Kant’s
dialectic with Pistorius, I was rather quickly side-tracked by what I hope to have shown was the most
intriguing possibility, namely the view that the good is the a priori concept of practical reason. It is
necessarily involved in all practical judgments, and to be understood as making a claim about the action
the agent intends to undertake that purports to be universally valid. This view has the potential of
justifying the normative power of the categorical imperative in terms of generally accepted normative
principles about knowledge, thereby also providing a more solid justification of Kant’s moral antiscepticism. Most importantly, it addresses Pistorius’ challenge in a way that avoids the problems arising
from making either the good or the law primitive, by presenting them as mutually independent but
supporting concepts that both play an indispensable role in our agency.
The basic idea of the good as a priori concept is the foundation of a very complex picture, which
I have only partly been able to elaborate here. I have focused on the kinds of explanations it can give of
moral failure, for the simple reason that I take this to be the most obvious objection to the theory and
one that directly relates to our topic of the relation between law and good. It was also a topic where I
felt much productive work was, and of course still is, to be done given the somewhat sketchy
explanations Engstrom and Reath have so far provided.
I took it as my aim here to vindicate SGG*, not because I necessarily agree with it, but in order
to see whether it could be done at all. While my conclusion is that it can, the reader may understandably
not be willing to follow me in all the steps and philosophical sacrifices I had to make in order to arrive at
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that conclusion. Insofar as a case is made here for Engstrom’s view it is an indirect one: the view can
consistently be held in the face of certain objections, and is an attractive one in understanding Kant
against the backdrop of the historical context. I also hope to have shown that the view requires
emendation and elaboration at least on certain of its details, as the canonical version from Engstrom
and Reath does not get the phenomenon of frailty quite right and is at best implicitly adequate in its
treatment of evil and listlessness.
Above all, however, I hope to have shown that Kant’s view of the good was significantly more
sophisticated and frankly, interesting than the deontological caricature has made it seem. As a result it is
also significantly better able to stand up to modern philosophical scrutiny. The Pistorius question to Kant
was not a trifling one, and one whose answer affected the very foundations of his ethical system. Kant
did not mean to displace the good or to dislodge it from its central role in ethics, even if perhaps it is
also not the case that his theory should be seen primarily as an analysis of it like Moore’s is. It is a theory
of agency, above all, locating the good in an examination of the desires and actions of rational beings. It
also offers a quite developed moral psychology to explain and understand these desires and actions, and
the relation they bear both to the agent’s perceived good and to the objective good.
Aside from all the ways I fear I may have misconstrued and misrepresented arguments for and
against from the secondary literature, a reconstructive project like this one always raises the worry of
having added material which the historical author himself could not have provided or would not have, if
presented with the same problems. While I have partially tried to account for that when discussing my
methodology, I have little doubt that I may have gone too far in places and attributed to Kant views that
are distinctly foreign to him, if they are even philosophically plausible. I only hope to have paid enough
attention and respect to the texts that any such additions may be close to their spirit and therefore
acceptable as parts of a still-Kantian view. Despite my best efforts I am also conscious of my inadequate
knowledge of the literature in both pre-Kantian and modern theory of agency, of which I have only been
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able to sample so much in support of this dissertation. As a result, some of the arguments here may
cover ground that feels old to those more familiar with that literature, or have failed to take account of
important objections and advances made therein. In the worst case the arguments may be rendered
irrelevant as a result, or be of interest exclusively from an exegetical point of view.
Despite all these inadequacies, I flatter myself that, while I leave it to the reader to judge my
treatment of these issues, this investigation has at least led me to examine some aspects of Kant’s moral
theory and psychology that are very worthy of further research. I am thinking here of such topics as the
role and relation of self-conceit and despondency, the power of ideology, the implications of frailty and
the phenomenon of listlessness. I also believe the dialectic with Pistorius remains a fertile ground for
scholarship, as other interpretations may still be found that shed a different light on a rather dense,
mysterious, and curiously neglected section of the Critique of Practical Reason.
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